
UNITED DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

PAUL MESEROLE, BRIAN MILLER, 
LAWRENCE MONROE, RHONDA 
PLOUBIS, STREHOLSKI, 
............ u_A.J......, and WILLIAM MEAD on behalf of 
themselves and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

SONY CORPORATION OF INC., 
SONY ELECTRONICS, INC., and SONY 
CORP., 

Defendants. 

x 

________________________________ x 

08 Civ. 8987 

SECOND AMENDED CLASS 
ACTION COMPLAINT 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

Paul Meserole, Brian Miller, Lawrence Monroe, Rhonda Ploubis, Alan Streholski, 

Juanita Seidl and William Mead, by their attorneys, make the following allegations and claims 

for their coIll1nl~lll1t against Sony Corporation Sony Electronics, Inc., and Sony 

Corporation (collectively referred to as "Sony" or "defendants"). The following allegations are 

made upon int()rmaticln UVA_." ... except as to ...... ,F-. .... '."_H ... Sl)cCltnc;aU, pertamllng to plaintiffs, 

which are made upon knowledge. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted herein pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1332(d}, because the aggregate claims of the Class exceed the sum or value of 

$5,000,000.00, and there is diversity of citizenship between proposed class members and 

defendants. 



2. Venue is proper in District under 28 U.S.C. §1391(a)(1) and (2). Defendant 

Sony Corporation of Inc. maintains headquarters in New York, New York, 

defendant Sony Corporation maintains executive offices in New York, New York, and all 

defendants conduct substantial business in this District, including conduct directed at members 

of including the promotion. sale, and marketing of their products, sufficient to render 

all them within the jurisdiction this Court. The events and conduct giving rise to the 

violations of law in this action constitute interstate commerce, and a significant portion thereof 

occurred in this District. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

3. This class action is brought by plaintiffs seeking damages and equitable relief on 

behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated in the United States who have purchased 

second generation Sony Grand WEGA SXRD Rear Projection Televisions bearing the 

model designations KDS-R60XBR2, KDS-R70XBR2, KDS-50A2000, KDS-55A2000, and 

KDS-60A2000 (the "Televisions" or "Second Generation SXRD Televisions"), all which 

were delivered by Sony with an identical characteristic and inherent 

called the "Optical Block" (the "Defect"). The L'''''.'''''''' causes yellow 

in a major component 

green haze, and 

color anomalies to be displayed across the screens of Televisions, severely intc;;:rt(:~rinlg 

with the program display. and the unsuitable principal ... n ...... ""''''' 

The which was upon delivery and over renders the 

Televisions for intended purpose, in that the color anomalies 

severely interfere with the program display. Despite awareness of technical problems in 

the of the Optical Block since no than mid 2005, it failed to disclose existence 

problems to consumers when, cornm1encmg in late 2006, and extending through 2008, it 
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marketed and sold the Televisions containing these same faulty Optical Blocks. Sony has 

compoWlded its rn",""'t""" sale of the defective Televisions by 

applicable federal and state warranty laws and refusing to honor its obligation to the 

.LJ'-' •. '-'...,. without cost to members of the Class. 

In failing to inform consumers about the Defect in 

limits the useful life of the Televisions, as well as by affirmative 

Televisions that severely 

in attempting to keep 

its existence concealed, Sony has knowingly sold Televisions containing the Defect to hWldreds 

of thousands of unsuspecting consumers within the United States who have purchased the 

Televisions, and who spent as much as $7,000.00 for each of these products. Although Sony has 

now discontinued. manufacturing, marketing, and sales these detectIve devices, it has 

........ ....,,,' .... to a ...... ".nn."T recall, failed to honor its warranty obligations, and to 

appropriate remedial action. 

PARTIES 

5. Plaintiff Paul Meserole resides in Binghamton, New York. October 2006, Mr. 

M<::serole purchased from an authorized agent a Television, model which was 

knowingly designed, manufactured, distributed sold with the Defect by 

defendants. Mr. Meserole subsequently used the Television in his home. The Defect manifested 

on his Television creating the anomalies noted above so as to result in the loss the benefit of 

the bargain between Mr. Meserole and Sony. Although Mr. Meserole demanded a warranty 

repair from Sony and gave notice of the Defect to Sony, Sony to repair the Defect of 

charge. At no time was Mr. Meserole told by Sony that his television was experiencing a known 

defect which was inherent to the Televisions. 
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6. Plaintiff William Mead resides in New Fairfield, Connecticut. On October 26, 

2006, Mr. Mead purchased from an authorized Sony agent a Television, model A2000, which 

was knowingly designed, manufactured, marketed, distributed and sold with the Defect by 

defendants. Mr. Mead subsequently used Television in his home. The JJ .... J, .... "'~ manifested on 

his Television creating the anomalies noted above so as to result in the loss of the benefit of 

bargain between Mr. Mead and Sony_ Although Mr. Mead demanded a warranty repair from 

Sony and gave notice of the Defect to Sony, Sony refused to repair the Defect free of charge. 

Mr. Mead replaced his Optical Block twice, yet the replacement Optical Blocks proved 

ineffective and suffered from the same Defect. At no time was Mr. Mead told by Sony that his 

television was experiencing a known defect which was inherent to the Televisions. 

7. Plaintiff Miller resides Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In September 2006, 

Mr. Miller purchased from an authorized Sony a model A2000, which was 

knowingly designed, manufactured, marketed, distributed and sold with the Defect by 

defendants. Mr. Miller subsequently used the Television in his home. The Defect manifested on 

his Television the anomalies noted above so as to result in the loss of the benefit the 

bargain between Mr. Miller and Sony. Although Mr. Miller demanded a warranty repair from 

Sony and gave notice of the Defect to Sony, Sony refused to repair the Defect free of charge. At 

no time was Mr. Miller told by Sony that his television was experiencing a known defect which 

was inherent to 

8. Plaintiff Lawrence Monroe resides in Diamondhead, Mississippi. On November 

18, 2006, Mr. Monroe purchased from an authorized Sony agent a Television, model A2000, 

which was knowingly designed, manufactured, marketed, distributed and sold with the Defect by 

defendants. Mr. Monroe subsequently used the Television in his home. The Defect manifested 
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on his Television creatiJJlg the anomalies above so as to result the loss the benefit of 

the bargain between Mr. Monroe and Sony. Mr. demanded a warranty repair 

from Sony gave of the Defect to Sony, Sony refused to the 1""",-,o...L 

charge. At no . was Mr. Monroe told by Sony that his television was experiencing a known 

which was inherent to the 

9. Plaintiff Rhonda Ploubis resides in Allen, Texas. In May, 2007, Ms. Ploubis 

purchased ,from an authorized Sony agent a Television, model A2000, which was knowingly 

designed, manufactured, marketed, distributed and sold with the Defect by defendants. Ms. 

Ploubis subsequently used the Television in her home. The Defect manifested on Television 

creating the anomalies noted above so as to reSult the the of the bargain 

between Ms. Ploubis and Sony. Although Ms. Ploubis demanded a warranty repair Sony 

and gave notice the Defect to Sony, Sony refused to the Defect free charge. At no 

was Ms. Ploubis told by Sony that. her television was experiencing a known which 

was inherent to the Televisions. 

10. Plaintiff Juanita Seidl resides in Hartland, Wisconsin. On November 11, 2006, 

Ms. Seidl purchased from an authorized Sony a Television, model XBR2, which was 

knowingly designed, marketed, distributed and with Defect by 

Ms. 

Television creating 

Television her 

an()mall(~S noted above so as to 

The ""'\,"L"''''. manifested on 

in the of the oen.em of the 

bargain between Ms. Seidl Although Ms. Seidl demanded a warranty repair 

Sony and gave notice of the .IJ""'''''''' to Sony, Sony refused to the Defect of charge. At 

no time was Ms. Seidl told by Sony that her television was experiencing a known 

was inherent to the Televisions. 
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11. Plaintiff Alan Streholski resides in Rio Rancho, New Mexico. In September 

2006, Mr. Streholski purchased from an authorized Sony a Television, model A2000, 

which was knowingly distributed sold the by 

Mr. Streholski subsequently Television his home. Defect 

manifested on his Television creating the anomalies noted above so as to result the loss the 

the bargain between Mr. Streholski and Sony. Although Mr. Streholski demanded a 

warranty repair . Sony and notice the Defect to Sony, Sony refused to repair the 

.LJ''"'J,'"' .... ~ :free charge. At no was Mr. Streholski told by Sony that his television was 

experiencing a known defect which was inherent to the Televisions. 

12. Defendant Sony Corporation of America, Inc. is a New York corporation, with its 

principal offices located in New York, New York. Sony Corporation of America, Inc. is the 

United States holding company for Sony Corporation's based electronics and entertainment 

businesses, through which it designs, manufactures, and/or distributes consumer electronics 

products to consumer public through its authorized agents, including Televisions 

COIltaJnIl1tg the forming the subject matter of this action, it to be placed 

the stream of commerce this and throughout the United u ..... _". 

Defendant Sony Electronics, Inc. is a Delaware corporation, its principal 

offices San California Electronics imports, and/or 

consumer electronics products to consumer public through authorized 

sells Sony brand consumer products to public through retail 

Sonystyle.com, Televisions containing Defect subject matter of this 

action, which it caused to be placed into the stream of commerce in this District and throughout 

the United States. 
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14. Defendant Sony Corporation is a Japanese corporation with its m 

Tokyo, Japan, and executive offices in both Tokyo and New York, New York. Sony 

Corporation designed, manufactured, and marketed the Televisions containing the Defect, and 

purposefully caused them to be placed into the stream of commerce within District and 

throughout United u"""",,,. 

Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant times, 

. each of the defendants was the agent, servant, representative, successor, successor in interest and 

employee of remaining· co-defendants, and in doing the hereinafter alleged, each was 

acting within the course and scope of said agency and employment and with the ratification and 

authorization of its respective principals. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

16. High Definition Television ("HDTV") refers to a method of portraying television 

images in high resolution, with a high degree of picture detail and accuracy. such, HDTV 

televisions command prices several times higher than those for common standard definition 

television sets. Consumers purchasing HDTV televisions therefore pay a significant premium 

for ability to enjoy the high quality picture such sets 

17. Sony marketed Televisions as high-end consumer electronic devices 

purportedly superior picture quality than that provided by a capable 

of full advantage of High Definition reproducing video prOignllIIlS 

with a picture accurate color reproduction. What Sony failed to disclose and otherwise 

concealed the gelle:r.al public, nO'Wf>'Ilf>T' was the 

would exhibit the anomalies due to the Defect contained 

of material fact allowed Sony to command pre~mlum 
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Sony knew the Televisions 

Optical Block. 

Televisions, as much as 



$7,000.00, or as wen as to successfully market the Televisions as suitable for the most 

discerning videophiles seeking accurate color reproduction at the llll'"."",n resolutions and fidelity 

possible. 

18. lJnforhlnately, rather displaying the excellent playback for which 

consumers so dearly, the "'.v" "HUH'" ll""."'...... display yellow haze other 

color an(Jmam~s that cover programming on the television screen. extraneous video 

artifacts obscure picture, distort color, diminish the detail UllCLJ<;"', rendermg the 

Televisions entirely ..... ..."CLVlv for the purposes for they were ml(;:nQ(~Q by corlsmner's, 

thereby Vl""""'HHlJ<; implied warrrunty merchantability a purpose. 

implied Televisions were mercttantable and fit a 

purpose, plaintiffs the ill"'.HU',",'" unknowingly purchased the Televisions 
I 

containing the Defect for personal use have C'ni-i-....... n damagl~s as a 

19. The yellow stains, haze and other color anomalies are caused by a condition 

in the Televisions' Optical Block which projects the unwanted video and color anomalies on the 

screen. The Optical Block is the video component that causes the video signal to be displayed as 

a picture on viewing screen and the replacement cost the component necessary labor 

is approximately $1,500.00. 

SONY'S KNOWLEDGE OF THE DEFECT THE OPTICAL BLOCKS 
PRIOR TO TO THE CONSUMER PUBLIC 

20. Sony has known about the Defect in the design the Optical Block contained 

the Televisions since no later than 2005 - well before any of Televisions forming the 

subject matter of this action were sold to consumer public COlrntrlencmlg late 2006. Sony 

knew the Defect in mid 2005 V\.A. .... u.),.;, the same Optical Block aeslgn was used in "''''TI1£>T 

predecessor model televisions ("First Generation Televisions") utilizing Sony's 
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proprietary SXRD technology which Sony marketed during that time period, and which proved 

to be hopelessly defective, resulting in widespread Optical Block failure causing the identical 

video anomalies as experienced by the plaintiffs and Class herein. Sony was unable to correct 

the defects in its Generation SXRD Televisions, and Sony was forced to remove them from 

the market in mid 2006 amidst overwhelming numbers of complaints from consumers and 

retailers, culminating in a class action lawsuit. 

21. Although the Second Generation SXRD Televisions forming the subject matter of 

this case were marketed as replacements for the defective First Generation SXRD Televisions, 

the Second Generation SXRD Televisions in fact snarea the same flawed Optical Block design, 

which· Sony was aware it was unable to correct. As such, when the Second Generation SXRD 

Televisions were frrst sold to the consumer public in late 2006, Sony's experience had <>h·,,.,,,rI,u 

demonstrated that those Televisions would suffer the same failures as were experienced in the 

First Generation SXRD Televisions which Sony had removed from the market. Sony, however, 

did not disclose that it knew the Second Generation SXRD Televisions would also fail, or that 

they contained the same uncorrected Optical Block technology as the discontinued model. In 

as Sony eXt)eClcea.. the Second Generation u.n .. <'UJ Televisions failed the identical way as 

the First Generation models had earlier, as personally experienced by each of the plaintiffs. 

22. Sony's own former employees have confirmed Sony's knowledge of the Defect 

prior to the sale of the Televisions, which was not disclosed to consumers. As stated by a former 

Sony factory technician in Sony's manufacturing and assembly facility in Mount Pleasant, 

Pennsylvania, employed by Sony from 1994-2007 ("Confidential Source #1") with respect to the 

defect in the design of the Optical Block contained in the Televisions: "Every single television 

that left the plant was bad and they knew it." (Emphasis supplied.) 
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23. Other employees at Sony's Mount Pennsylvania facility have 

confirmed Sony's attempts to capitalize on the problems with Optical Blocks through the 

refurbishment and of For example, a former Sony factory technician in 

Mount Pleasant,Pennsylvania, employed by Sony from 1996-June 2007 ("Confidential Source 

#2") noted that Optical Block Defect at Sony was a "huge" problem, and that, despite its 

knowledge of the Defect, Sony did not re-engineer its Optical Blocks but instead replaced 

consumers' Optical Blocks with refurbished ones and charged $700 in each instance for the 

It'bllSh~~ Optical Blocks to replace ones that had failed. 

24. .tlel:ore Sony COInm,en(~ea of Second Generation SXRD Televisions to the 

consumer public in late 2006, Sony had already aware of a third-party Projection 

Display Technology Performance Study (the "Performance Study") commissioned by Texas 

Instruments and conducted by Intertek Laboratories commencing in early 2006, after Texas 

Instruments became aware of widespread failures of Sony Optical Blocks utilizing SXRD 

technology. See Performance Study. attached hereto as Exhibit L When it became evident 

through early of from the Performance Study that it would 

televisions utilizing technology uniformly malfunctioned - producing the yellow and 

green stains experienced by the plaintiffs - Sony undertook efforts to keep. 

those results concealed from the consumer pUblic. When less formal earlier efforts to quash the 

Performance Study had failed, Sony Vice President, Law Department, Ronald Wasinger wrote to 

Bart Thomas, Vice President and Assistant General Counsel of Instruments on October 5, 

2006, asserting that the Performance Study constituted a and misleading retail campaign" 

and threatening to sue Texas Instruments for damages the results demonstrating the Defect 

were released. Correspondence of Ronald Wasinger to Bart Thomas, attached hereto as 
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Sony knew or should have known that its legal "'LUlL"'''' rellat1l1lg to the J:"ertormance 

Study were a sham, meant only to keep the information contained therein from the 

public, which Sony was largely doing. 

25. written which accompanies the Televisions purports to provide 

for the free replacement of a defective Optical within two years from the date of purchase, 

but only provides for free wagIl()SlS and installation of the Optical Block for a period of one year 

after purchase. Moreover, after this lawsuit was filed Sony quietly recalled the Televisions by 

placing a notice deep within the Sony website which states that Sony had extended the written 

warranty for the defective Optical Block until June 30, 2010. See Certain 2006 Model Year 

SXRD Television Extended Warranty Information Optical Block, attached hereto as Exhibit 3, 

and found at: http://esupport.sony.comlUS/perllnews-item.pl?news_id=277&mdl=KDSR 

60XBR2. 

Despite the fact that the Defect was present in the Televisions at the time of 

delivery, wen within the initial warranty limitations periods, Sony refused to pay for labor or 

diagnostic expenses for consumers with Televisions manifesting the Defect more than a year 

after purchase, Sony has refused to pay any part the cost of repairing Televisions which 

manifest the Defect two years purchase. 

27. Moreover, even though the warranty has been extended and remains in full force, 

Sony has still failed to honor this warranty. To date, Sony has not invested the resources 

necessary to design and apply a true fix to Class members Televisions and as such has been 

unwilling or unable to properly correct the Defect on a lasting and permanent basis. Instead, for 

the relatively small number of consumers whom have learned about· the recall and warranty 

extension, Sony has offered only to replace the malfunctioning Optical Blocks with another 
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Optical Block containing - though not yet manifesting - Defect. such, Sony is providing 

consumers with only a temporary fix, as the replacement Optical Block is substantially to 

suffer from the same Defect. Indeed, Plaintiff television was repaired this action 

was lllf:G--aIlO it 

28. Sony's recall and warranty extensions constitute an admission that Televisions 

are not merchantable or fit for either their ordinary or specific .·n>? ..... "'.''''' and that the Defect is 

nrp'<;!Ptlt in the Televisions and was contained in the Televisions at their time sale. Moreover, 

the manner which Sony recalled and extended the Wl'Irrl'l'ntv for products constitutes what is 

known as a "Secret Recall" and itself represents an unfair and deceptive act or practice in 

violation applicable law, in that Sony failed to publicize the recall in a manner reasonably 

calculated to reach all consumers affected by the Defect - such as mailings or published notices , 

- as required by law, but rather in a single buried within its website in a manner calculated 

to reach as few people as possible. Sony knew or should have known, however, that the 

dett~tl'{e design of the Optical Block would ren,aer limitations in its initial wrltte:n 

warranty grossly inadequate to protect consumers from the Defect, and would subject consumers 

to expensive repair costs. Sony failed, however, to include in warranty or marketing any 

disclosure regarding the existence of the known Defect, or the gross inadequacy of the 

limitations period contained in its written warranty, rendering these limitations - to the extent 

they are relevant - unconscionable and unenforceable. 

29. Plaintiffs and the members of the Class had no knowledge of the cause of the 

Defect and did not suspect, nor did they have reason to suspect, that the Defect was caused by 

wrongdoing. Plaintiffs and the members the Class could not have known or 

reasonably discovered, nor did they have reason to know of, the Defect created by Sony. 
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Further, they could not known or reasonably discovered that the Televisions they purchased 

were defective or that the cause of the hann suffered by plaintiffs and the members of the Class 

was directly attributable to wrongdoing by Sony alleged herein. 

30. Plaintiffs' and the Class members' lack of knowledge 

part to Sony's ",,-,AAV,","'A"AVU 

Sony's acts of concealment included 

""~'UUJLU~ the cause of their 

Defect. 

known to 

Sony about Defect the which plaintiffs and the the Class 

could not reasonably have learned of, or discovered. fact, plaintJltls and 

members of the Class did not know, nor could they have had reason to know, that Sony's overall 

malfeasance designing, manufacturing, distributing, marketing 

a cause of their damage. 

selling its Televisions was 

31. Sony, as the designer, manufacturer, marketer, distributor and seller, warranted, 

32. Although Defect has recognized internally at Sony, as of the date of this 

Complaint, Sony 

existence of 

Televisions it 

relUlSea to the and continues to to consumers the 

Defect. Indeed, instead of recalling all of the tens of thousands of defective 

sold to an unsuspecting public, aforementioned 
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"secret recall" or by offering to pay a 

Defect Televisions of consumers 

usually small - 1J'.1JI."l"'U of expense to repair 

legal action "l'i>(:ti11.,. threaten to file or take 

who pUlJllC:IZC:O their on the internet. For consumers stuck 

with Televisions namely, the vast majority of consumers, as they never learned of the 

secret extended warranty nor thought to search one-- they remain saddled the monthly 

expenses of paying off their Televisions (which are frequently bOUght on due to their high 

retail prices), as well as cable and satellite services which they are unable to utilize. While many 

consumers have given up in frustration and simply purchased replacement televisions, many 

others do not have financial resources to fund such a purchase or required repairs and 

remain stuck with their defective Televisions which remain covered in yellow and 

The Televisions were sold to distributors and consumers who intended that 

Televisions be for the benefit consumers. Sony and its distributors sold the det:ectlVe 

Televisions to plaintiffs and the members the Class in the course their business. In 

. addition, Sony is one of the largest retailers of televisions to consumers in the 

United States through website Sonystyle.com, it states that is 

"published and maintained by affiliates, 

Inc.", and further Sonystyle.com was among '-E'--~ Internet retailers the United 

States in 2005, with over billion in directly to consumers. 

such, a portion of the Televisions 

at were sold by Sony directly to AU .... UAV ... A of the Class thereby placing Sony in 

privity with a significant segment of the Class. 
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34. The Televisions were not altered by plaintiffs, the members of the Class, 

distributors or other personnel. The Televisions were defective when they left the exclusive 

control of Sony, and Sony knew the would without additional tests 

defects. Televisions were defective and unfit for their intended purpose and plaintiffs and 

the memo1ers of the did not receive the goods as warranted. 

35. By engaging the conduct, Sony committed acts and omissions 

with a wanton willful disregard of persons, including plaintiffs members of Class, 

who ton;;Se(~a"Jly might by harmed by those acts and omllSSlons. 

36. a direct of Sony's .... "' ......... .,,0> set forth herein, plaintiffs and the consumers 

who who have purchased the Televisions m have 

been damaged and have suffered a loss of money or property for having paid thousands of 

dollars for a product that does not, cannot, and will not, work as represented and that is now 

worth substantially less than what consumers paid and what a non-defective would be 

worth. 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

37. Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and all other members of a 

class consisting of all purchasers in United'States of second generation Sony Grand WEGA 

SXRD Rear Projection HDTV Televisions bearing the model designations KDS-R60XBR2, 

KDS-R70XBR2, KDS-50A2000, KDS-55A2000, and KDS-60A2000 (the "Class"). Excluded 

from the Class are defendants herein, and any person, ftrm, trust, corporation, or other entity 

related to or affiliated with defendants, including, without limitation, persons who are directors 

of Sony. 
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38. The Class is composed of no fewer than tens of thousands of persons nationwide, 

and is sufficiently numerous for class treatment. The joinder of all Class members individually 

in one action would be impracticable, and the disposition of their claims in a class action will 

provide substantial benefits to the parties and the Court. 

39. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of the Class and plaintiffs have no 

interests adverse to the interests of other members of the Class. 

40. This dispute raises questions of law and that are common to all Class 

members. Those common questions predominate over questions that arise on an individual basis 

for Class members. The common questions oflaw and fact include, without limitation: 

41. Sony· failed to disclose the true quality and nature of 

Televisions; 

42. Whether Sony's conduct, including the failure to disclose the Defect to 

consumers, was likely to deceive consumers into believing that the Televisions operated 

properly; 

§17500, et 

44. 

Whether Sony violated California Business & Professions Code §17200, et seq., 

and California Civil Code § 1750, et and § 1792, et seq.; 

To the extent other State laws prohibiting consumer deception are applicable, 

whether Sony violated the respective laws of those States; 

45. When Sony initiated the deceptive marketing campaign; 

46. Whether Sony undertook a course of conduct which failed to disclose the 

existence of the Defect to the members of the Class; 

47. Whether Defect constitutes a manufacturing or design defect; 

48. Whether the Defect constitutes a breach of Sony's warranties; 
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49. Whether the members of the Class have injured by Sony's conduct; 

50. Whether the members of Class sustallled .... ""' .. "15'"'''' and are entitled to 

restitution as a result Sony's wrongdoing and, so, what is the proper measure and 

appropriate formula to be applied in determining such damages and restitution; and 

51. Whether the members the Class are entitled to injunctive relief. 

Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and have 

retained counsel experienced and competent in the prosecution of class action litigation. 

53. class action is superior to other methods for the fair and efficient adjudication 

of the claims herein asserted. Plaintiffs anticipate that no unusual difficulties are likely to 

encountered the management of this action. 

54. action will number of similarly situated npr<:!nn to 

prosecute their common claims in a single forum simultaneously, efficiently, and without the 

. duplication of effort and eX[lerule numerous individual ....,'AV"b' would engender. 

treatment also will permit adjudication relatively small ......... cu. • .., by 

who could not otherwise afford to seek legal redress for the wrongs complained of herein. If a 

Class or general public action is not permitted, Class members will continue to suffer losses and 

Sony's misconduct will continue without proper remedy_ 

Sony has acted and refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the entire 

Class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory with 

respect to Class as a whole. 

Unlawful and Unfair Business Acts and Practices in Violation of 
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §17200, et seq. 

(Against All Defendants) 

56. of the above allegatioru! is incorporated herein. 
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57. Sony's aforementioned fact, to disclose wrongful 

warranty practices were largely disseminated and directed from the principal offices of Sony 

Electronics, Inc. San Diego, California. Therefore, upon choice of law rules applied 

this plaintiffs preliminarily the substantive laws of California as the most 

likely to apply to errors and omissions complained of herein. 

58. The acts, practices, failures omissions of fact by Sony above, and 

unfair business acts and practices and untrue and misleading ,,,,,, ... rrl 

California Business & Professions Code §17200, et seq. 

59. Sony engaged "unfair" business acts or practices by Televisions 

containing a characteristic inherent defect which negatively and materially impacted upon 

their merchantability and fitness the specific purpose of watching video programming. 

60. Sony engaged "unfair" business acts or practices by the promotional ",ttl""'" 

undertaken and disseminated. Sony knew that its Televisions contained and it 

determined to benefit economically by distributing these defective products to consumers-but 

yet it omitted to disclose its knowledge the Defect to consumers. Sony's misconduct offends 

public policy is immoral, unscrupulous, unethical and offensive, and causes substantial 

injury to consumers. 

61. engaged in "unfair" business acts or practices by threatening competitors 

with sham litigation designed to prevent dissemination of the conclusions of the Intertek 

Performance Study demonstrating that SXRD technology was fatally flawed and that 

every television containing SXRD technology which was tested developed and 

across video screens. 



Sony "' .. j:,"'1',"' .... "unfair" business acts or practices by conducting a "secret" 

product connection with Televisions which was not 

reasonably ~_ ........ ~ __ to inform as many consumers as possible, but was .... ".:u~."' .... to inform 

as few consumers as possible. 

63. Sony's unlawful and unfair business acts and practices present a continuing threat 

to plaintiffs, Class members and the general public in that Sony has .. ",1"11"",/1 to publicly 

acknowledge the Defect, correct wrongdoing, and provide compensation. for the damages it 

has caused to consumers. 

64. Pursuant to California Professions Code § 17203, plaintiffs, on behalf 

of themselves, the other Class members, the general· public, seek an order of Court 

enjoining Sony from withholding information re~arding Defect Televisions po~:ses:s. 

... il' ...... "', on the same basis, restItutIon of any ... ,,, .... "'''' wrongfully "'t'Il111 .. ,~/1 or reurlne:d by 

Sony and disgorgement of Sony's ill-gotten gains obtained by means of its unfair practices. 

65. 

. Untrue and Misleading Advertising in Violation 
of Cal Bus. & Prof. Code §17S00, et seq .. 

(Against All Defendants) 

Eachofthe allegations is incorporated herein. 

66. California Business & Professions Code § 17500 prohibits vanous deceptive 

Dr::JLctl'CCS in connection with the dissemination in manner of representations for the purpose 

of inducing, or which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, customers to purchase consumer 

electronics products such as the Televisions here at issue. 

67. Sony's practices, misrepresentations and omissions alleged herein were 

intended to, and did, induce the consuming public to purchase the Televisions, and violated and 

continue to violate Business & Professions Code § 17500, in that Sony caused advertisements for 
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its Televisions to be placed before general public, but Sony's product did not conform to the 

advertisements. 

68. As a result of the foregoing, PUALUU,U,"", other members, the l'rpt1lpr~ 

public are entitled to injunctive and equitable relief, restitution, an order 

disl~on~emlent of Sony's ill gains, as 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Unlawful Practice in Sale of Consumer Goods in Violation of 
CA Consumers Remedies Act, Cal. Civil Code §1750,et. seq. 

(Against All Defendants) 

Each of the above allegations is incorporated u .... J. ... J.ll. 

70. Televisions as described were bought by plaintiffs, other 

consumers similarly sitxtated, primarily or household nu,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Prior to plaintiffs', purchases above-mentioned 

violated California Code § 1770 in the following reSl)ect:s: 

72. violation California Code §1770(a)(5), Sony failed to disclose that 

I",''''''''\"C! were not the 

OP~''''1M>tU''n of yellow stains, haze other video an~Jmam~s across viewing screen; 

73. In violation of California Civil Code§1770(a)(5), Sony failed to disclose that 

Televisions were not capable of properly reI1dering a video program with a high of 

precision due to the yenow green haze and other video anomalies which interfere with the 

picture; 

74. In violation of California Civil § 1770(a)(5), Sony to disclose the 

were incapable properly rendering without yellow stains, haze and 

other anomalies l1U1lllllllg across 
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In violation of California Civil Code § 1770(a)(7), Sony failed to disclose that the 

Televisions were incapable of properly playing HDTV and standard definition programming 

because of the yellow stains, green haze and other video anomalies running across the viewing 

screen; 

76. In violation California Civil Code § 1770( a)(9), Sony advertised the Televisions 

as providing high quality video playback with the intent not to sell the Televisions as advertised; 

and 

77. violation of CalitOInia Civil Code §1770(a)(5), Sony failed to disclose that the 

were incapable of rendering high quality, color accurate, video display_ 

78. All of the foregoing stemmed from Sony's concealment from plaintiffs and 

Class of the true characteristics, uses and qualities of the Televisions. such, plaintiffs are 

informed and believe and thereon allege that the above-mentioned failures and omissions 

resulted in the sale of the Televisions to plaintiffs and to other consumers similarly situated -

and without such concealment and misrepresentation, p"' .. .uU.L......, and the Class would not have 

purchased them or paid as much as they did. 

79. On October 20, 2008, plaintiffs' counsel sent letters to defendants by certified 

mail, return that contained notice of defendants' violation of the California 

COltlSUmeirs Legal Remedies Act and a demand for remedy by and correct 

of those are attached to Complaint as "4" and true and correct copies of 

return "''''''''''v''''' are attached to this Complaint as ....., .......... <1' .. "5", contents are 

incorporated herein by reference. The notified defendants of their above-mentioned 

violations of the California Civil Code that resulted in the sale of the defective Televisions to 
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plaintiffs, and to all others ", •• "un ... ; situated, and demanded that defendants remedy the 

violations. 

80. More than defendants received the letters and to date 

they have failed to fully .. "" ..... """" ................. ,..,llJlU Consumers Legal ...... "' ....... , .. , ....... ,., 

Act. 

81. By reason of the California Civil Code, 

plaintiffs and others "' .. " .............. ; sittmte:d sutten::d damages determined by plaintiffs to be the 

thousands of dollars paid for do not work as expected based on Sony's failures 

to disclose their true condition are now worth substantially less than what consumers 

paid and what a nOltl-Cl,ete:ct1 would be worth, without being limited thereto. 

82. The o1-I"\,r",.,,,,,,ro,tu'\,,,,,,rI violations of the California Civil Code by defendants were 

willful and oppressive. are therefore entitled to an award of punitive damages. 

83. Pursuant to Civil Code section 1780, plaintiffs, on behalf of 

themselves, the other and the general public, seek an order of this Court 

enjoining the defendants from continuing the methods, acts and practices set out above reg.arClmg 

their misrepresentations regarding Televisions. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Unfair and Deceptive Acts Practices Under the Various State Laws in Which Class 
Members Reside, Stated the Alternative to the First and Second Causes of Action, if the 
Court Eventually that the Laws of a Consumers' Residence - and Not those of 

State of to Wrongful, Unfair, and Deceptive Acts 
A2:IlUl:St All Defendants) 

84. allegations is incorporated herein. 

85. laiIltitts assert Sony's wrongful acts and practices were dir(~cte:d 

disseminated headquarters in San Diego, "'"' ..... ""u ....... the "'u"" ...... '" 

law that the California consumer protection statutes 
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applied to the claims of Class members nationwide. the choice of law question cannot be 

conclusively addressed at this point in the litigation, plaintiffs state the following alternative 

causes action under laws of States of residence Class members, it is later 

determined by the Court that the choice of law rules require the application of these State laws, 

and not exclusively those of California. 

86. practices ..... ~,..., ... "" .. 'u including but not limited to Sony's of 

Televisions COIltainuJlg the Defect which it omitted to disclose to consumers, Sony's Iml)rol0er 

and unconscionable warranty practices, as well as Sony's false denials that the Televisions 

contain Defect, all constitute unfair competition or unfair, unconscionable, deceptive, or 

unlawful acts or business practices in violation of state consumer protection statutes In 

,,87-133 below. 

87. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation Alaska Stat. § 45.50.471, et seq. In particular, Alaska law provides, "(a) 

Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of trade or 

commerce are declared to be unlawful. (b) terms 'unfair methods of COInp(~tltJlon and 

'unfair or deceptive acts or include, but are not limited to, the following acts: ... (4) 

rep'res,entmj;!; that goods or services have approval, uses, 

h~r.~1'1't" or qual11tl1tles they do not have ... ; ... (6) rep,resentinj;!; that goods or services are of 

a particular standard, quality, or grade, or that goods are of a particular sty Ie or model, if they are 

of another; ... (8) advertising goods or services with intent not to sen them as advertised; .. 

any other conduct creating a likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding and 

which misleads, deceives or ............. , .... '5 ..... " a buyer or a competitor connection with the sale or 

advertisement of goods or ... (12) using or employing deception, fraud, false pretense, 
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false promise, ml:srepre:seltltatlo:n, or knowingly COlICeallltlg, suppressing, or omitting a material 

fact with intent that others upon the concealment, suppression, or omission in connection 

with the sale or advertisement of goods or services whether or not a person in fact been 

misled, deceived or damaged; ... (15) knowingly making or misleading statements 

concerning the need for parts, replacement, or service .... " Alaska § 45.50.471. By 

selling Televisions to consumers concealing and failing to ..... .:> • ..,.v,,.., the and, 

without that the Televisions were sold screens would 

eventually be obscured, in whole or by the AJ .... '.1"'''' ••• and due to aeltenaarlts- ImlDroner 

warranty practices and and misleading statements to consumers about the 

the Defect, defendants violated Alaska Ann. 45.50.471. 

88. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Ariz. Rev. Stat § 44-1 et seq. Particularly, Arizona law prohibits 

act, use or· employment by any person any deception, deceptive act or practice, fraud, 

false pretense, promise, misrepresentation, or cOllce:rul1nerlt, suppression or omission any 

material fact with that others rely upon concealment, suppression or omission, 

connection with the sale or advertisement of any merchandise whether or not any person has in 

fact misled, deceived or damaged thereby, is declared to be an unlawful practice." Ariz. 

Rev. Stat. § 44-1522(A). By selling the to consumers concealing and 

failing to the and, without revealing that the were defective when 

sold that screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or part, by the and 

due to defendants' improper warranty practices and false and misleading statements to 

consumers about the ""AJ.',.""'1l" .... of, and fix the Defect, defendants violated Stat. 

Ann. § 44-1522(A). 
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89. Defendants have enlg~~ea in unfair competition or or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 4-88-101, et seq. In particular, Arkansas law 

provides, "(a) Deceptive and unconscionable trade practices made unlawful and prohibited by 

this include, are not to, the following: (l) Knowingly a false 

representation as to the characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, alterations, source, 

sponsorship, anr)rm/aL or certification or "'PT'''l'''~''' or as to whether goods are 'V"'l~""""'" or 

new or a particular standard, quality, or model; ... (3) Advertising goods or 

intent not to sell them as advertised; . . . (l0) any 

unc::onLScl.on:able, false, or deceptive act or practice business, commerce, or trade. . .." Ark 

Code Ann. § 4-88-107. Arkansas law further provides, "When utilized in connection with 

sale or advertisement of any goods, services, or charitable solicitation, following shall 

unlawful: (l) The or employment by any person of any deception, fraud, or false 

or (2) concealment, suppression, or omission material with intent 

others rely upon the concealment, suppression, or omission." Ark Code § 4-88-108. By 

selling Televisions consumers while concealing and failing to disclose :the Defect and, 

without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their screens would 

eventually be obscured, in whole or by the '-""' .. """ .. and due to defendants' improper 

""" ..... "'·n1-'<1 practices and and statements to consumers about the "'AJ.';)VvllJ."'V of, and 

for, the defendants violated Ark Code §§ 4-88-107,4-88-108. 

90. 

practices or have made 

particular, Colorado law 

engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

representations in violation of Colo. Rev. Stat. § 6-1-101, et seq. In 

"(1) A engages in a deceptive trade when, 

the course of such person's business, vocation, or occupation, such Del:SOltl: ••• (e) Knowingly 
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makes a representation as to the characteristics, ingredients, uses, n"'Y'''''TlT''' alterations, or 

quantities of goods, food, services, or property or a false representation as to the sponsorship, 

approval, affiliation, or connection a person therewith; . . . (g) Represents that 

food, or are of a quality, or grade, or that goods are of a 

particular style or model, if he knows or should know that are of another; ... (i) Advertises 

~V\"""". services, or property with not to sen as advertised; ... (u) to disclose 

material information concerning goods, .;,prlrtl'.I"';' or property which information was Irn",,'tXTn at 

the of an advertisement or sale if such failure to disclose such information was intended to 

induce the consumer to enter into a transaction ... ". Colo. Rev. Stat. § 6-1-105. By the 

Televisions to consumers while concealing failing to disclose Defect and, without 

that Televisions were defective when sold and that screens would eventually 

be obscured, whole or part, by the and due to defendants' imllloooer wruranty 

prac~tlCles and ......... "' ................. 1". statements to consumers about fix for, 

Defect, defendants .v .... ,"""" Colo. Stat. § 6-1-105. 

91. Defendants have enlll;aJl~ea m competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

prsteUces in violation of Conn. Stat. § 42-110a, et seq. In particl1liar. cOlmec:::nc'ut law 

provides that "(a) No oer:son shall ' ... "'-'-E.-..;;, .... methods competition and or 

deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of trade or commerce." Conn. Gen. § 42-

HOb. By """U,AUl", the Televisions to consumers while concealing failing to disclose 

Televisions were ael'ectlve when sold and that their Defect and, without .... " .. ",.',n that 

screens eventually be ODl;curea in whole or in part, the Defect, and due to defendants' 

improper U''>1I''1I''0, ... ' ''' practices and statements to consumers about 

existence and fIx Defect, defendants violated Conn. Stat. § lOb. 
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92. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of DeL Code Ann. tit 6, § 2511, et seq. particular, Delaware law 

provides that "The act, use or employment by any per:son of any deception, fraud, false pretense, 

false promise, misrepresentation, or the concealment, suppression, or omission of any material 

fact with intent that others rely upon such concealment, suppression or omission, in connection 

with the sale, lease or advertisement of any merchandise, whether or not any person has in fact 

been misled, deceived or damaged thereby, is an unlawful practice." DeL Code Ann. tit. 6, § 

2513(a). By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the 

Defect and, without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their 

. screens would eventually obscured, whole or by the Defect, and due to aelen(lallts 

statements to consumers about the improper warraluty practices and 

of, and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated Del. Code Ann. 6, § 2513(a). 

93. Defendants have "'UJ~"'I";"'U in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices or made false representations in violation of D.C. Code § 28-3901, et seq. Particularly, 

District of Columbia law provides, shall be a violation of this chapter, whether or not any 

consumer is in fact misled, deceived or damaged thereby, for any person to: (a) represent that 

goods or c:!P""U'1(,~~c:! have a source, sponsorship, approval, ceItIDlCaltlOll, accessories, C1Ulla(~teIlstI 

m12l'e<lleIlts, uses, benefits, or quantities that they do not have; . . • (d) represent that goods or 

services are of particular staJndard, quality, grade, style, or model, if fact they are of another; 

(e) misrepresent as to a material fact which has a tendency to mislead; (f) fail to state a material 

fact if such failure tends to mislead; ... (h) advertise or offer goods or without the intent 

to sell them or without the intent to sell them as advertised or offered .... " D.C. Code § 28-

3904. By ",,",U.ALM the Televisions to consumers while concealing and >'''''''A'''AS to disclose 
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JJ"'Jl"''''~ and, without revealing that Televisions were defective when sold and that their 

screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or in by JJ".l" .... ,t. and due to defendants' 

rnnrn",p.r warranty practices and and misleading statements to consumers about 

existence and fix the JJ" .. " .... h defendants violated Code § 28-3904. 

94. Defendants engaged in unfair cOlnpletltlOn or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Stat. § .201, et In particular, law provides, "(1) 

Unfair methods of competition, unconscionable acts or practices, unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in the conduct of trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful." Stat. § 

.204(1). By selling Televisions to consumers while concealing failing to disclose 

Defect and, without revealing the Televisions were . when and that their 

screens would eventually obscured, whole or part, by the Defect, due to defendants' 

improper ul<>rr""nht !JUll"U,"",'" and and misleading statements to consumers about the 

and the JJ"'''''',",h defendants violated Stat. § 501.204(1). 

95. Defendants have enJl~agt~a ill colnolentlon or or ae<::eou acts or 

practices violation Ga Code Ann. §10-1-390, et In Georgia law provides, 

"(a) A person in a deceptive trade practice when, in the course of his business, vocation, 

or occupation, he: .. (5) Represents that goods or services have sponsorship, approval, 

characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities that do not have . . . ; . . . (7) 

Represents that or are a particular standard, quality, or or that goods are 

a particular style or model, if are of . . . (9) goods or services with 

intent not to sell them as advertised". Ga. Code Ann. § 10-1-372. Georgia law further provides, 

"(a) Unfair or deceptive acts or practices the conduct of consumer trrunsactic)ns consumer 

acts or PnJlCUceS ill or commerce are declared unlawful. (b) By of illustration only 
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without limiting the scope of subsection (a) of this Code section, the following practices are 

... "','u,u,"' .... unlawfUl: ... (5) Representing that goods or services have sponsorship, approval, 

ingredients, uses, oeIleIlts, or n.", ... +,.+. that do not . . . . ; ... (7) 

Representing that or are of a standard, quality, or grade or goods 

are of a particular style or .u .... , .... "'., if are of ..... nT" .. ' ... • • • • (9) Advertising goods or 

with intent not to sell as advertised . . .. " Code § 10-1-393(a). By selling the 

Televisions to consumers while concealing failing to disclose Defect without 

revealing that the Televisions were aelectlVe when sold and that their screens would eventually 

or in by the Defect, due to defendants' improper warranty be obscured, in 

practices and Ull':>.Lv<l.UJJ..L1=!. statements to consumers about the "'v."+"',,,,..'" of, for, 

Ann. §§ Defect, """'''vu,":"",,.''''' violated Ga. 

lJeierldants have ,,111;""l',""" In 

10-1-393(a). 

competition or or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Haw. 

Unfair methods of cOlnpletition 

Stat. § 480-1, etseq. lnparticular, law provides, "(a) 

or deceptive acts or pralClll[;eS in the conduct of 

or commerce are unlawful." Rev. § 480-2. fin+h~ ... provides, "(a) A 

person "ill";""l'>'~':> m a dec:eptlve trade ora,cU(}e the course the ....... ,,"' ... business, 

vocation, or occupation, the person: ... (5) Represents that goods or services have sponsorship, 

approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities that they do not have ... ; ... 

(7) Represents that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade, or that goods 

are of a particular style or model, are of another; ... (9) Advertises goods or services with 

not to as advertised; ... (12) in any other conduct which similarly 

, creates a likelihood of confusion or nn,SUIl<le:rstan(lmg." Haw. Stat. § 481A-3. By"' .... u.., .. r:; 

the Televisions to consumers concealing failing to disclose .IJ""''''''~ and, without 



revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their screens would eventually 

be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' improper warranty 

practices and and misleading statements to consumers about the existence of, and 

Defect, defendants violated Haw. Rev. Stat. §§ 480-2, 481A-3. 

Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Idaho Code § 48-601; et seq. In particular, Idaho law provides, 

"The following unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the 

conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby declared to be unlawful, where a person knows, or 

in the of due care should know, that he has in the past, or is: ... (5) Representing that 

goods or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or 

quantities that they do not have . . . . ; . . . (7) Representing that goods or services are of a 

particular standard, quality, or grade, or that goods are of a particular style or model, if they are 

of another; . . . (9) Advertising goods or with intent not sell as •••. 

act or l>ra.ctl(~ which PMXT1<:!P nnSle:arung, false, or deceptive to the 

consumer .... " Idaho Code § 48-603. By ",",U.jLU1<, the Televisions to consumers 

cOIlce.alJI1l~ and .............. 6 to UJ.""I,;lU')<J the Defect and, without that Televisions were 

. defective when sold and that their screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or part, by 

the Defect, and due to defendants' improper warranty practices and false and misleading 

statements to consumers about the existence of, and fix for, the defendants violated Idaho 

Code Ann. § 48-603. 

98. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of 815 IlL Compo Stat. 505/1, et seq. In particular, Illinois law provides, 

methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or including but not 
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limited to the use or employment of any deception, fraud, false promise, 

cOllceall1nerlt, suppression or omission of any matenat fact, with intent srepreserltatlon or 

others upon the concealment, nn?·.,.'''''U' ...... or omission of material or the use 

or employment of any practice described in Section 2 of the 'Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices 

Act', approved August 1965, [footnote] in the conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby 

declared unlawful whether any person has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby ... 

" 815 Ill. Compo Stat. 50512. By selling Televisions to consumers while concealing and 

J. ....... uL5 to disclose the Defect and, without revealing that Televisions were defective when 

sold and that their screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and 

due to defendants' improper warranty practices and false misleadmg statements to 

consumers about the "'A.I"'''"Jl~'''''' and for, the Defect, defendants violated 815 Ill. Compo 

99. Defendants have engaged urtfair competition or urtfair or deceptive acts or 

practices violation of Ind. Code § et seq. In particular, Indiana law provides, "(a) 

following acts or representations as to the subject matter a consumer transaction, made 

orally, in wnltml(!. or by electronic communication, by a supplier, are deceptive acts: (1) 

subject of a consumer trall8aJctlCm sponsorship, approval, pel101Dumce, characteristics, 

or "'''''''''nT'' it not have which supplier or should reasonably 

know it not have. (2) That such of a consumer IS a particular 

standard, quality, or model, if it is not the supplier knows or should 

reasonably know that it is not. ... (11) That consumer win be able to purchase the subject of 

the consumer transaction as advertised by the supplier, if the supplier not intend to sell it." 

Ind. Code § 24-5-0.5-3. By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to 
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disclose Defect and, without revealing the Televisions were defective sold and that 

screens eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to 

defendants' improper warranty practices and and misleading statements to consumers about 

the existence of, fix for, the Defect, defendants violated Ind. § 24-5-0.5-3. 

100. JJ ... ',l .... l ...... .lU.. have .... ill;"':!',........ m competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation Kan. Stat, Ann, § 50-623, et In narUCUllar. Kansas provides, 

"(a) No shall enl>!;~:e in any deceptive act or praCllc:e. connection with a consumer 

transaction; (b) Deceptive acts and practices ................. ' .... , but are not ... LU ....... ' ... the following, each 

of which is hereby to a violation of this whether or not any consumer has in 

misled: (1) epJ'esc:!ntatlt)nS made 1rn .. , .. "nfiIIU or with reason to know (A) Vrnn",rtu or 

approval, ae<:es:sorles aractelt1stJICS, m~;re<llel1tS, uses, berletlts or 

quantities that ... (D) nrnnp1"tV particular starldwd, quality, 

style or model, are of another which .... uJ, ......... Lil"" .... U<U.l.1 

(F) property or services has uses, benefits or characteristics unless 

representation; ... 

supplier relied upon and 

pm;ses.ses a reasonable basis for making such representation; or (0) use, benefit or characteristic 

of property or services proven or otherwise substantiated unless the supplier upon 

and the and amount proof or substantiation represented to exist; (2) the willful 

use, in any oral or written representation, exaggeration, falsehood, innuendo or ambiguity as 

to a material fact; (3) willful to state a material f~ or willful concealment, 

suppression or omission of a material fuct .... " Ann. § 50-626. selling the 

and, without Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the 

revealing the Televisions were defective when sold 

be obscured, in whole or in by Defect, 
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101. Defendants have '"'UE,"'5"'U in unfair competition or unfair or tip('·pn1rn acts or 

violation of Stat. Ann. § 367.1 et seq. In Kentucky 

provides, "(1) misleading, or acts or in the conduct of any 

or commerce are hereby unlawful. (2) For purposes of this sec:tlOln, shall be 

construed to mean unconscionable." Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 367.170. selling the 

to consumers concealing and to disclose without revealing that the 

Televisions were defective sold and that their screens would eventually obscured, in 

or in part, by -,-,,,,.LV,",',", and due to aelen<lants improper WSllTSl'ntv practices and 

misleading statements to consumers the existence and the defendants 

.Luu, .. ..,..... Ky. Rev. Stat. § 367.170 . 

102. ....,'VJL"'................ have engaged competition or or deceptive acts or 

practices in 101litlCin of La. Rev. Ann. § 51:1401, et Particularly, LOl.llsi:ana law 

",,,,,,u,n,,..,,, "Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or pralcuces in the conduct 

of any trade or commerce are hereby u..."",,,,,,,,,,, unlawful!' La. By 

selling Televisions to consumers while concealing Defect 

'without revealing that Televisions were PTP,'"TU,'P when sold and that their screens would 

eventually be obscured, in whole or part, by the '--'''''''''''L. due to defendants' improper 

warranty practices and and misleading statenlen,ts to consumers about existence of, and 

the Defect, deien<iarrts violated Ann. § 51 

103. Defendants have '"'u;::.«F'., ..... in unfair cOlnpletltlOn or unfair or aC(~eptl acts or 

praLCtllces in violation of 5 Stat. Ann. tit. § 205-A, et seq. particular, Maine law 



provides, "Unfair ... ,,' ....... , ....... of competition unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct 

of any trade or commerce are unlawful." Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 5, § 207. selling 

the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and, without 

revealing the were defective when· sold and that their screens would eventually 

be obscured, in whole or in part, by Defect, and to defendants' improper warranty 

practices false and misleading statements to consumers about the "'h1"""';'1"''' and 

.IJ" • ...,.., ... defendants violated Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. 5, § 207. 

104. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices violation of Md. Code Com. Law § 13-101, et seq. In particular, Maryland 

law provides, "Unfair or deceptive trade practices include any: (1) disparagIng, or 

misleading oral or written statement, visual description, or other representation any kind 

which has the capacity, tendency, or of deceiving or misleading consumers; (2) 

Representation that: (i) Consumer goods, consumer realty, or consumer services have a 

sponsorship, approval, accessory, characteristic, ingredient, use, benefit, or quantity which they 

do nothave; ... or ... (iv) Consumer goods, consumer realty, or consumer <:pt"'lnl'E'<;! are of a 

particular standard, quality, grade, style, or model which they are not; Failure to state a 

matenal fact the failure deceives or tends to deceive; ... (5) Advertisement or offer of 

consumer goods, consumer realty, or consumer services: (i) Without intent to lease, or rent 

them as advertised or offered; . . . (9) Deception, fraud, pretense, 

misrepresentation, or knowing concealment, suppression, or omission any material fact with 

the intent that a consumer rely on the same connection with: (i) The promotion or sale of 

consumer goods, consumer realty, or consumer service .... " Md. Code Ann., Com. Law § 13-

301. By selling Televisions to consumers while concealing and to disclose Defect 
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and, without ..... " .. ",.," 

eventually be 

warranty practices 

that the Televisions were 

whole or part, by 

when sold and that their screens would 

and due to defendants' Irnl!'1r .... ·npr 

and misleading statements to consumers about the "'n.L"~"'J'L""" of, 

fix for, the Defect, deten<lants violated Md. Code Ann., Com. § 13-301. 

engaged in cOlnpletltion or unfair or dec:en11ve acts or 

practices in violation Gen. Laws ch. § 1, et . In particular, Massachusetts law 

provides "(a) methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or the 

conduct of or commerce are hereby unlawful." Mass. Gen. Laws 

2. By selling to consumers while COIICe;anrLg and failing to "",,,,,,,v,,v 

and, without rp'\I'pl:lI·ITI that the Televisions were and that 

eventually whole or in part, by to deten(lants 

warranty u ... " ..... u' ... ..,'" and misleading statements to consumers about the "'V"I,",,""""''''''' 

fix for, the 

106. 

u"'.,'-'u, ........ ~ violated Mass. § 2 . 

..., ... 'A,"'AI' ....... UL..:> have engaged unfair COlnpcetltlon or unfair or de(~ptl 

§ 

acts or 

practices in Mich. Compo Laws § 445.901; et In particular, ..... ' ... ,LU1" ........ 

provides, "(1) '-'L.C .... LL., unconscionable, or or practices COrlGUICt of 

trade or commerce are unlawful and are defined as ... (c) KeplreseIltmg or 

services have stxmSlors,tno approval, characteristics, u.~ •• ",~uv •• ~, uses, benefits, or uanluwes that 

they do not Repre:seIltulg that goods or are of a particular standard, 

or grade, or that are a particular style or .. H.v' ... ", •• they are of another. 

Advertising or ret)re:~enltln,g goods or services with 

services as advertised or retJlresent.oo ..... (s) 

which tends to u .... ,."'" ...... or rI""'·P11.1P the consumer, and 

not to dispose of or 

a material fact, the omission 

could not reasonably be KnCIWll 



by the consumer ..... (bb) Making a representation or statement material to 

transaction such that a person reasonably believes represented or suggested state of affairs to 

be other than it actually is. . . . (cc) to reveal facts that are material to the transaction in 

light of fact in a positive manner." Mich. Compo § 445.903 . 

...".,UAUF, the Televisions to consumers while COIlce,allrtg and failing to disclose the 

without the Televisions were defective and that screens would 

eventually be obscured, in or in part, by Defect, and to defendants' unl)IOOer 

""",...""nru practices and misleading statements to consumers 

fix for, defendants Mich. Compo Laws § 445.903. 

the eX1~)teflice and 

107. Defendants have engaged in competition or or deceptive acts or 

UJ.Cl' ....... "' ...... in violation Minn. Stat. § 8.31, et particular, Minnesota law nrcnTH""" "A 

person '"'U!';"'l';"" a deceptive course of VLL:.lll......... vocation, or 

person: . . . represents or services sponsorship, approval, 

characteristics, uses, or quantities that do not have . . . ; . . . (7) 

represents that goods or are of a particular quality, or or that goods are 

of a particular style or if they are another; ... (9) goods or services 

intent not to them as advertised; ... or (13) engages any other conduct similarly 

creates a likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding." Minn. Stat. § sub. 1. 

"Any person, corporation, or association who, with 

to sell or in ~Tl'\jruJ1·~p. dispose of me:rctlaD.dlS:e, securities, (1". .. ,,1("·P. or anything offered by such 

person, firm, corporation, or association, directly or indirectly, to the public, for sale or 

vu ........... or with to increase consumption thereof, or to induce the public 

manner to enter into any obligation ..... .LU. •• U.L5 thereto, or to aC<IUllre title thereto, or any interest 
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therein, makes, publishes, disseminates, circulates, or places before the public, or causes, directly 

or indirectly, to be published, disseminated, circulated, or placed the public, this 

state, in a or other publication, or the form of a book, notice, handbill, poster, bill, 

label, tag, circular, pamphlet, program, or or over any radio or television ., ...... W.V •. A. or 

any other way, an advertisement of any sort regarding merchandise, securities, service, or 

anything so ",ff~'rprl to the public, use, consumption, purchase, or sale, which advertisement 

contains any material assertion, representation, or statement of fact which is untrue, deceptive, or 

misleading, shall, whether or not pecuniary or other specific damage to person occurs as a 

direct be a misdemeanor, and any act is declared to be a public 

nuisance and may be enjoined as such."Minn. § 325F.67. Minnesota law provides as well 

that, "The act, use, or employment by any person of any fraud, false pretense, false promise, 

misrepresentation, misleading statement or deceptive practice, with the intent that others rely 

thereon in connection with the sale of merchandise, whether or not any person in fact 

been misled, deceived, or ......... u""'l5 ........ thereby, is enjoinable .... " Minn. § 325F.69, sub. 1. 

without revealing 

eventually be obscured, 

warranty practices and 

to consumers concealing failing to \'u';>'''''V"", the and, 

were when sold their screens would 

whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' improper 

and statements to consumers about of, and 

for, the Defect, ... "" •. VAA' ......... '., § § -' .... n .... -T •• 1, 325F.67 325F.69, 

sub. 1. 

108. Defendants have "' .... l:jU.6'''. ill coInlX~tltllon or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Mo. Rev. § 407.010, et seq. In particular Missouri provides, 

"The act, use or employment by any person of any deception, fraud, pretense, false 
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promise, ml~~rel)re:sentatllon, unfair practice or suppression, or v ... """.v .. 

material with the sale or amrenlse:meltlt of any merchandise or 

commerce ... , or from the state of Missouri, is declared to be an unlawful practice .... " Mo. 

Rev. Stat. § 407.020.1. By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing 

disclose .I.J"'J'''''''~ and, without revealing that the .. ",,'.,fA££> were defective 

their screens be ob~~cured by the ..... "'~""" •. to 

defendants' nrilr'lrnn",r nmrr~lnn, practices and false and .ui'n""' ........ '" statements to consumers about 

the existence of, the Defect, defendants Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.020.1. 

109. 1eI<mOlan1t:s have engaged in unfair COlnpletltlOn or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices 

provides, 

of any 

"'V',"~L\.ILl of Mont. Code Ann. § , et seq. In particular, law 

me:tnc)os of competition and acts or OnJLcuces 

or commerce are unlawful." § 30-14-103. By ""''''11", 

Televisions to consumers while concealing and ........... ub to disclose the Defect and, without 

revealing that 

be obscured, in 

were defective 

or in part, by the ...,"' .. "'''' ... 

that their screens would eVt~mlLUllry 

to defendants' improper warraJnty 

practices and misleading statements to consumers about the existence of, 

the Defect, del:en<larlts violated Mont. Code Ann. § 

BO. engaged in cOln~emlon or unfair or Oe4:;e'[Jltl acts or 

'V."'"VU of Neb. Rev. Stat. § 59-1601, et In particular, Nebraska law practices in 

"Unfair methods COInOletltlOn and unfair or acts or practices in the conduct of 

trade or commerce shall be unlawful." Neb. Rev. § 59-1602. Nebraska law 'h.'f"I'h.,. .. 

provides, "(a) A oer,son engages in a deceptive trade practice when, in the course his or her 

business, vocation, or occupation, he or she: . . . P.nrp.<::p.nt<:: that goods or "'.,. ... ",,' •• '" 
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sp(ms:or~.hil), approval, characteristics, LUj::V\"',"U"'.Ui>. beDlent:s, or quamtlltles they do not 

. .. .. .. , ...... Advertises goods or ""T""np,~" with intent not to as advertised; ... (c) 

sec:tlOn does not affect unfair trade practices OHlpn.u1"~p ... ,"' ..... , ... "v • ..., at common law or under 

statutes of this state." Neb. Rev. Stat. § 87-302. to consumers 

concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and, without that the Televisions 

were when sold and that their screens, would eventually be obscured, in whole or in 

part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' improper warranty practices and misleading 

statements to consumers about the existence of, and fIx for, the .IJ"'''",,",~. alelelnaamts violated Neb. 

§§ 59-1602, 87-302. 

111. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or or deceptive acts or 

prajcnoes in violation of Nev. Rev. Stat. § 598.0903, et seq. 

per:son en~:ag(~ in a 'deceptive trade practice' if, in the course ou:smless or occupation, 

makes a false representation as to the chl:lra(;teIlsti u.J< •• ...,.. .. "' ...... , uses, 

oenlem:s, alterations or quantities of goods or services for sale or representation as 

to sponsorship, approval, status, affiliation or connection a t"IP.,.C!.-.n therewith. . . . 7. 

!.I P'lr'\.,.p,C!pntc! that goods or services for sale or lease are of a particular standard, quality or grade, 

or that such goods are of a particular style or model, if he knows or should know that they are of 

another standard, quality, grade, style or modeL ... 9. Advertises or services with intent 

not to or lease them as advertised .... 15. Knowingly makes any representation in 

a traIlSa(~tioln .... " Nev. Rev. Stat. § 598.0915. By "'''' ........ F. the I ... "",,,,,n,,, to consumers while 

COIlce:aIllJlg and failing to disclose the Defect and, without rev'ealm£! Televisions were 

that their screens would eventually or 

to defendants' improper umrr<>,,,h, pratCuces 
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statements to consumers about existence of, fix for, the LJ,,· ... v;..,~. defendants violated Nev. 

Rev. Stat. § 598.0915. 

1 JJ .. · ........ ua.ll..... have engaged unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

prnLCuces in violation N.H. Stat. Arm. § et Particularly, New Hampshlre 

law provides, "It shall be unlawful for any person to use any unfair method of competition or any 

unfair or deceptive act or practice in the conduct of any trade or commerce within this state. 

Such unfair method competition or unfair or act or practice shall include, but is not 

limited to, following: ... V. Representing that goods or have sponsorship, approval, 

characteristics, uses, benefits, or quantities that do not have . . . ; . . . VII. 

Representing that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade, or that goods 

are of a partiCUlar style or model, they are of another; ... IX. Advertising goods or services 

with intent not to sell them as advertised .... " N.H. Rev. Stat. Arm. § 358-A:2. selling the 

Televisions to consumers while and to disclose the without 

that the ... ".,,,,,,. ..... ,, were defective when sold that screens would eventually 

obscured, whole or in by the .LJ ............. ,~ and due to defendants' improper warranty 

practices false misleading statements to consumers about 

. the Defect, defendants violated Rev. § 

113. competition or 

deceptive acts or pralcuces violation ofN.J.S.A. § 56:8-1, et 

existence of, fix 

unconscionable or 

New Jersey 

"The use or employment by any person any unconscionable COInrrleI'(~lal 

...... " ......... ., .... , mIsre:pn~sentaltlOn, or the knowing, practice, deception, fraud, false false 

concealment, suppression, or VALlL.t"''''.VU of fact with intent that rely upon 

concealment, suppression or omission, in connection the sale or advertisement any 
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'U~"~'.'~J'U">~ or re~ or with the subsequent performance of such person as "T,." .. """" 

UTh,p'!-h.", .. or not person fact misled, or damaged thereby, is ... ~ ....... ,_ ... to 

be an unlawful practice .... " N.J.S.A. § selling the Televisions to consumers while 

concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and, without reve~ing that the Televisions were 

defective when sold and that their screens would eventually be obscured, whole or part, by 

Defect, and due to defendants' improper warranty practices and false and misleading 

statements to consumers about the existence of, and for, the Defect, defendants violated 

§ 56:8-2. 

1 Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of N.M. Stat. § 57-12-1, et seq. In particular, New Mexico law provides, 

"D. 'unfair or deceptive trade practice' means an act specific~ly declared unlawful pursuant to 

Unfair Practices Act, a false or misleading oral or written statement, visual description or 

other representation of any kind knowingly made in connection with the lease, or 

loan of goods or services or in the extension of credit or in the collection of debts by a person in 

the regular course 

.person and Inl"'llnl1 ... " 

trade or commerce, which may, tends to or does or mislead any 

... (5) representing that goods or services have sponsorship, approv~, 

characteristics, ingredients,uses, benefits or quantities they do not have. . . ; . . . (7) 

representing that or services are of a particular standard, or grade or that goods are 

of a particular style or model if they are of another; ... (14) using innuendo or 

ambiguity as to a material fact or failing to state a material fact if so deceives or tends to 

deceive; ... E. 'unconscionable trade practice' means an act or practice connection with the 

lease, rental or loan, or in connection with the offering sale, rental or loan, of any 

goods or services . . . : (1) takes advantage the of knowledge, ability, experience or 
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capacity of a to a grossly unfair degree; or (2) in a gross disparity the 

value received by a and the price paid." N.M. Stat. §57-12-2. By selling the 

to consumers while coIlce.allIlg and failing to disclose Defect and, without 

Televisions were ael:eCllve screens would eventually m 

whole or in part, by due to defendants' n'lr,rnlr1pr Ul!'11rT!'Il'lIM practices 

misleading statements to consumers about the .... ""-'.,. .... "~vv and for, the Defect, det:en<1ants 

violated N.M. Stat. 

115. Defendants engaged in unfair cornp(mn 

practices in violation Bus. Law § et 

provides, "Deceptive acts or praICuces in the conduct of 

or unfair or deceptive acts or 

particular, New York 

Dillnm:ss, trade or commerce or 

the furnishing of any state are hereby .......... , .............. unlawful." N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 

349. By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the LJ'"'Jl .... '"'~ 

and, without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their screens would 

eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the and due to defendants' improper 

warranty practices and misleading statements to consumers about the existence 

fix for, the Defect, ael:emllUltS violated N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 349. 

116. Defendants 

practices in violation of N.C. 

engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

Stat. § 75-1.1, et seq. particular, North Carolina law 

provides, "Unfair methods competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts 

or practices in or att,ectmg commerce, are declared unlawful." Gen. Stat. § 75-1.1(a). 

selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and J.a,uJ.u5 to disclose the Defect and, 

without revealing 

eventually be obscured, 

were defective when 

or part, by the ""'''''''''''''. 
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warranty practices and false and misleading statements to consumers about the existence of, and 

fix for, the Defect, defendants violated N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-1.1(a). 

117. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of N.D. Cent. Code § 51-15-01, et seq. In particular, North Dakota law 

provides, "The act, use, or employment by any person of any deceptive act or practice, fraud, 

false pretense, false promise, or misrepresentation, with the intent that others rely thereon in 

connection with the sale or advertisement of any merchandise, whether or not any person has in 

fact been misled, deceived, or damaged thereby, is declared to be an unlawful practice." N.D. 

Cent. Code § 51-15-02. By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to 

disclose the Defect and, without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that 

their screens would eventually be obscured, in whole orin part, by the Defect, and due to 

defendants' improper warranty practices and false and misleading statements to consumers about 

the existence of, and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated N.D. Cent. Code § 51-15-02. 

118. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1345.01, et seq. In particular, Ohio law 

provides, ''No supplier shall commit an unfair or deceptive act or practice in connection with a 

consumer transaction. Such an unfair or deceptive act or practice by a supplier violates this 

section whether it occurs before, during, or after the transaction." Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 

1345.02(a). By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the 

Defect and, without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their 

screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' 

improper warranty practices and false and misleading statements to. consumers about the 

existence of, and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1345.02(a). 
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119. ...., ... ' .. 'V ............ "'" have engaged unfair CODClpe'UU(m or unfair or aec:eptlve acts or 

practices or false representations in violation of Okla. Stat. tit. § 751, et seq. In 

particular, Oklahoma provides, "As in the Oklahoma Consumer Protection ... 13. 

uecet)tr~re trade practice' means a misrepresentation, omission or other 

deceived or could reasonably expected to deceive or mislead a peirson to the detriment of that 

Such a practice occur before, during or after a consumer transaction is into 

may be or oral; 14. trade means any which ottencls 

established public policy or the practice immoral, unethical, oppressive, or 

injurious to consumers .... " Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § Oklahoma law further 

provides, "A person engages in a practice which is to be unlawful under the Oklahoma 

Consumer Protection Act, ~e<:m(J,n 751 et seq. this title, when, in course of the person's 

business, the person: ... 5. Makes a representation, knowingly or with reason to know, as 

to the characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, alt(~atl0ns. or quantitie:s the ,subject of a 

consumer transaction ... ; . . . Represents, knowingly or with reason to know, that subject 

of a consumer transaction is of a particular standard, or model, if it is of another; 8. 

Advertises, knowingly or with reason to know, the subject of a consumer transaction with intent 

not to it as advertised; ... 20. Commits an unfair or deceptive trade practice as m 

Section 752 title .... " Okla. tit. 15, § 753. It continues to provide, A person 

when in course of business, vocation, or occupation, engages a deceptive trade 

"',"Y'<1""'" ••• 5. Knowingly a false representation as to the characteristics, ingredients, uses, 

benefits or quantities of goods or services or a false representation as to sponsorship, 

Kelore:sents that goods or approval, affiliation, or connection of a person therewith; ... 

standard, quality, or or that are a particular or model, 



are another; ... 

not limit the 

statutes of this state." 

deceptive trade practices listed in this sec:uou are in addition to 

of unfair trade pralcuces actionable at common law or 

tit. 78, § selling the to consumers 

concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and, without revealing that the Televisions were 

aelectlve when sold and their screens would eventually be obscured, whole or in part, 

and due to aeltenGaJUS' improper nr<l"l"r<>lnhu practices and UU':Hvi:1UJlUl:; 

statements to consumers 

15, §§ 752 and 

120. Defendants 

pralctllCeS m violation of 

per:son engages in an 

the existence of, for, the Defect, defendants violated 

78, § 53. 

engaged in competition or or deceptive acts or 

Stat. § 646.605, et In particular, '-"L",,,,"vulaw provides, 

practice when course of the business, vocation or 

occupation the person: (1) .LJLL.I ...... v any unconscionable tactic in connection with the sale, 

or other disposition of real "'.,.,,, .. ""'. goods or services .... "Or. Rev. 

runner provides, "(1) per.son engages 

perSODl'S business, vocation or occupation 

an unlawful practice 

per.son does any 

§ 646.607. Oregon law 

in the course of 

following: . . . 

epresents that real goods or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics, 

illJl:reclieIlts. uses, benefits, qnantities or qualities that they do not have . . .. (g) Represents 

goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, or or that real estate or 

are of a particular or model, if are of another .... (t) Concurrent with tender or 

of any real or services to disclose any known material defect or 

...... ".·tPM<l1 nonconfonnity. (u) ill any unfair or dec:ep1ive conduct in trade or 

commerce." Or. Rev. § 646.608. By selling Televisions to consumers while concealing 

and u; ..... LUI; to disclose the and, without revealing that the IP"y<!tl"\n<! were defective 
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when sold and that their screens would eventually be obscured, whole or in part, by the 

Defect, and due to defendants' improper warranty practices and false and misleading statements 

to consumers about existence and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated Or. Rev. §§ 

646.607,646.608. 

121. unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or , 

pralCU,ces in violation of 73 Ann. tit. 73, § 201-1, et seq. In ... ",,..,r,,',, Pennsylvania law 

provides, "(4) 'Unfair methods of competition' and 'unfair or deceptive acts or practices' mean 

anyone or more following: ... (v) ePl:esc~ntling that goods or services sponsorship, 

approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits or that they do not have . . . ; ... 

(vii) Representing that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality or grade, or that 

goods are of a particular style or model, if are another; ... (ix) Advertising goods or 

services with intent not to sell them as advertised; ... (xxi) LJUl5"6."U6 in any other fraudulent or 

deceptive conduct which creates a likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding."· Pa. Stat. 

Ann. tit. 73, § 201-2. By "' ..... ULUF, the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to 

disclose Defect and, without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold anq that 

their screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to 

defendants' 11'n1"\rl"l"npt" warranty and false lllli:> ........ ' ....... u6 statements to consumers about 

existence and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated Pa. Stat. Ann. 73, § 201-2 . 

.I.J ....... '"'L" ....... UWO have engaged competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of § 6-13.1-1, et seq . particular, Rhode Island law 

provides, "As used this chapter: . (6) 'Unfair methods of competition and or 

deceptive acts or practices' means one or more of the following: (v) Kepre:seIltmlg goods 

or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities 
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that they do not have ... ; ... (vii) Representing that goods or services are of a particular 

standard, quality, or grade, or that goods are of a particular style or model, if they are of another; 

... (ix) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised; ... (xii) 

Engaging in any other conduct that similarly creates a likelihood of confusion or of 

misunderstanding; (xiii) Engaging in any act or practice that is unfair or deceptive to the 

consumer; (xiv) Using any other methods, acts or practices which mislead or deceive members 

of the public in a material respect; ... (xvii) Advertising claims concermngsafety, performance, 

and comparative price unless the advertiser, upon request by any person, the consumer council, 

or the attorney general, makes available documentation substantiating the validity of the claim .. 

.. " R.I. Gen. Laws § 6-13.1-1. By selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and 

failing to disclose the Defect and, without revealing that the Televisions were defective When 

sold and that their screens would eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and 

d~ to defendants' improper warranty practices and false and misleading statements to 

consumers about the existence of, and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated R.I. Gen. Laws § 

6-13.1-1. 

123. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation of S.C. Code Ann. § 39-5-10, et seq. In particular, South Carolina law 

provides, "Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct 

of any trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful. ... " S.C. Code Ann. § 39-5-20. By 

selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and, 

without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their screens would 

eventually be obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' improper 
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warranty practices and misleading statements to consumers the existence of, and 

for, the Defect, defendants violated S.C. Code Ann. § 39-5-20. 

124. LJ ........... ", .......... '" have engaged in competition or or deceptive acts or 

pralctl1ces In Codified et seq~ South Dakota 

act or practice person to: (1) Knowingly and intentionally provides, "It is a aec~epltl 

act, use, or employ deceptive act or pIGlCtlCe. fraud, false pre:terl.SC. false promises, or 

misrepresentation or to conceal, suppress, or omit material fact in connection with the sale or 

advertisement of any merchandise, regardless whether any penson in fact been uu" .. ...,... .... , 

deceived, or damaged ,. S. D. Codified § 37-24-6(1). By selling the Televisions to 

consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and, without revealing that the 

Televisions were <1etectlve when sold and that screens would eventually be obscured, 

or in part, by ...,,,, .. ,,, ... ~. and due to ael:en(lanrs unproper UI~1T~ntv p:rnlcnces and and 

u ..... ,,.,,,,,,, ....... ,<,;; statements to consumers about "'A.\~""'Jl"''''''' of, and the Defect, defendants 

violated S. D. Codified § 37-24-6(1). 

125. have engaged competition or or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation Tenn. Code Ann. § 8-101, et seq. Tennessee 

.......,...rut,po "(b) Without the scope ofsut)sec~tlc'n (a), the following or deceptive acts 

or practices affecting conduct of any trnde or commerce are declared to unlawful and in 

violation of this part . . . Representing that or services have approval, 

characteristics, ingredients, benefits or quantities that they do not have ... ; ... (7) 

Kepre:selltulg that goods or are of ' a quality or or that goods 

are of a particular style or model, if they are of anc)me:r; ... (9) Advertising goods or services 

intent not to sell as advertised; . . . (21) statements or illustrations in any 
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advertisement which create a false impression of 

size, color, usability or origin of the goods or 

quantity. make, value, age, 

oUerelci. or which otherwise 

misrepresent the goods or services such a manner on disclosure of the true facts, 

IS a U .. fi.· ... LULV ... ' .... that the buyer 

act or practlc:e 

or to 

IS aec:eD11ve to the or services; ... (27) Engaging 

consumer or to any other person .... " Tenn. § 47-18-104. By selling the 

to consumers while concealing and to the Defect and, without 

revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that their screens would eventually 

obscured, in whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to aelen(lants 

practices and false and misleading statements to consumers about 

the Defect, defendants violated Tenn. Code Ann. § If 7 -18-104. 

126. Defendants have engaged in unfair competition or 

violation of Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 17.41, et 

improper warranty 

or aec~epl1ve acts or 

law 

"(a) False, misleading, or deceptive acts or practices in trade or 

commerce are declared unlawful and are subject to action by consumer J>r()tec:tlon 

~ec~tl0J[lS 17.47, 17.58, 17.60, and of (b) as provided in 

section, the term 'false, misleading, or deceptive acts or pr.3LCtl'ces 

llL""U"'''''', but is not limited to, the following acts: ... (5) representing that goods or services have 

POIlSOll"Slli,p approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities which they do not 

. . . ; . . . (7) representing that goods or services are of a particular starldard, or 

or that goods are of a particular style or model, if they are of another; .... (9) advertising 

or with intent not to sell them as advertised; ... (24) failing to Q1slclo!re 

m!'OrDClatllon concerning goods or services which was known at the time of the transaction 
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to disclose such milornlatllon was llHJIJU .. '''u. to ............... "'" the consumer a transaction into 

which the consumer would not have ent:erc:::a the inforntation disclosed .... " Bus. 

& Com . § 17.46. selling the 1"'T1<l1l'\n<l to consumers while concealing and 

.......... 0 to disclose the Defect and, without that the ,''',,,,,,,,,.,.''' were defective when 

sold and their screens would eventually be obscured, whole or in part, by the and 

due to defendants' improper warranty practices and false and statements to 

consumers about eXlstelllce of, and fix for, Defect, defendants violated Tex. & 

Code § 

127. Defendants engaged in unfair competition or or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation ofUtalt Code Ann. § 1-1, et seq. In particular, Utalllawprovides, "(1) 

A deceptive act or practice by a "P}J'''''''. in connection with a consumer transaction violates this 

1,;;mlDU~r whether it occurs during, or transaction. (2) Without limiting the scope 

of Subsection (1), a supplier commits a deceptive act or the supplier knowingly or 

intentionally: (a) indicates that subject of a consumer transaction has sponsorship, approval, 

performance' characteristics, accessories, uses, or benefits, if it (b) indicates that the 

subject of a consumer transaction is of a particular standard, quality, grade, style, or model, if it 

is not; ... ( e) indicates that of a consumer transaction has been accordance 

with a previous repres~:mUltlOltl, if it has not; ... 0) ... (ii) fails to honor a warranty or a particular 

warranty term .... " Utalt Code § 13-11-4. By selling the Televisions to consumers while 

COIlce,lllIltg and failing to the Defect and, without revealing the Televisions were. 

defective when sold and that their screens would eventually obscured, in whole or in 

the Defect, due to detendlants' improper warranty practices and misleading 
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statements to consumers about eXlste:nce of, and fix for, the Defect, defendants violated 

Code Ann. § 13-1 

128. competition or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in § 2451, et seq. In particular, Vermont law 

"(a) Unfair methods cOInpj~tition in commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or PfllLCuces in 

commerce, are hereby npt'J~1"~~n 

Televisions. to consumers 

" Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 9, § 2453. By ",",U.lll!; the 

COI1Ce,allIlg and failing to disclose the ~"' •. "'''''~ 

revealing that the were when sold and that their screens would 

be obscured, whole or in part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' ' ..... ," .. """""' .. ut.,. .... .,.·nht 

practices and nm~lect.dlrlg statements to consumers about the eKlsteJnce 

the Defect, defendants violated Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 9, § 2453. 

129. UeteIllda:nts have engaged in unfair competition or unfair or dec:ep1;ive acts or 

practices in violation Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-196, et seq. In particular, law provides 

"A. The following fraudulent acts or practices committed by a supplier in COIm~:mOifi with a 

consumer are declared unlawful: ... 5. Misrepresenting that or sefVlces 

have certain uarlUtlles, characteristics, ingredients, uses, or benefits; 6. Ml.sre:prt:~selltitlg that 

goods or ""1""np,~" are of a particular standard, quality, grade, style, or .... v' ... ""., 7. or 

that are used, secondhan~ 

aeteru)ral:ea, or reconjditllonoo, or that are 'seconds: lm~guuars, I1'npt::rtects, or 

blemished, 

first class,' 

that the goods unequivocally indicating in the advertisement or 

are use~ sec:onclbarul, rep,oss:ess:eQ, defective, t>1elDl~Ih~::t, cbetellloI'ated, n~conQ]mOin~J, or are 

lI'nlpertects or 'not first class'; 8. or C!P'"',. .... "'C! with intent 

not to sell them as advertise~ or with intent not to sell at the price or the terms advertised .. 
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· . 14. Using any other deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, or misrepresentation in 

connection with a consumer transaction . . .." Va. Ann. § 59.1-200. By selling 

PIPVl<!l(\t1I<! to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose Defect and, without 

Televisions were defective when sold and their screens would eventually 

be v ..... ~.v ..... whole or part, by Defect, and to ael:emlanlS impI:oper u''' .... ''''nhT 

pralCUices and false and misleading statements to consumers about the existence of, and fix for, 

the Defect, defendants violated Code Ann. § 1-200. 

130. Defendants competition or unfair, deceptive or fraudulent 

acts or practices violation of Wash. Rev. Code. § 19.86.010, et seq. Particularly, Washington 

law provides, "Unfair methods of competition and unfair or acts or practices in 

any or commerce are hereby ......... '.UA'".... unlawful." Wash. § 

19.86.020. By ",,",ULU,F, the Televisions to consumers while ",v~~",,,,,';UU:IJ{, and Luu,uA5 to disclose the 

Defect and, without that the Televisions were defective when sold and that 

screens would eventually obscured, whole or in by the Defect, and due to defendants' 

mllUe<:tOUlg statements to consumers about false 

existence and the Defect, defendants violated Wash. Code § 19.86.020. 

1. Defendants have "'lll',aJ{,'"u in unfair competition or or deceptive acts or 

practices in violation W. Va. Code § 46A-6-101, et In particular, West Virginia law 

provides "(7) 'Unfair methods of competition unfair or deceptive acts or practices' means 

and includes, but is not limited to, one or more the following: ... (E) Representing that 

goods or sponsorship, approval, uses, benefits or 

quantities they do not have ... ; ... (G) Representing that goods or are a 

particular standard, quality or grade, or that goods are of a particular style or model if they are of 
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another; ... 

Engaging in 

goods or services with intent not to sen them as ... (L) 

other conduct which similarly creates a likelihood of confusion or of 

misunderstanding; . . . (M) The act, use or employment by any person of any deception, fraud, 

false pre1tens:e. 

of any 

in connection 

promise or misrepresentation, or 

with intent that others 

the sale or advertisement 

concealment, suppression or VU'l<,;),;),lVU. 

concealment, sut>D1'IeSSlOn or omlssIon, 

or services, whether or not 

uu., • ..., ... , deceived or damaged 1'''' .... ''''",'' •••• " W. Va. Code § 46A-6-102. By 

selling to consumers while COIlcel!l1mlg and failing to disclose and, 

without that the Televisions were oetectlve sold and that their screens would 

..,"',l, ...... ' ... and due to defendants' 1ID10fOper eventually be Ob~;CUl'eo, in whole or in part, by 

warranty pralctl,ces false and misleading statements to consumers about the eXlstelnce and 

fIx for, the .., .......... " ... defendants violated W. Va. § 46A -6-102. 

engaged COlnpcetltlon or unfair, deceptive or uu ................ n 

acts or PnllCUCeS violation of Wis. Stat. § 100.20, et Particularly, Wisconsin law 

"Methods of competition business and trade practices business shall be fair. Unfair LU .... "UV .... ., 

of competition business and unfair trade practices business are hereby prohibited." 

Stat. § 100.20(1). selling the Televisions to consumers while concealing and .1.'" ........ 0 to 

disclose the .., .... ,,"' ..... without revealing that the Televisions were defective when sold and that 

their screens would evl~nliuall} obscured, in whole or by Defect, and due to 

defendants' 1ID1Drooer warrWl1ty practices and false and statements to consumers about 

the existence of, and the Defect, defendants violated Wis. § 100.20(1). 

133. A.J..,L",.j,U",U,"" have engaged in unfair competition or unfair, deceptive or fraudulent 

acts or practices n"QLIUll of Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 40-12-101, et particular, Wyoming law 
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provides, "(a) A person en~~ag(~s in a deceptive trade practice unlawful under this act when, in the 

course his business and in connection with a consumer rranS3tCUon. knowingly: 

Represents merchandise a source, sponsorship, approval, accessom;:s or uses it 

does not have; . . . (iii) Represents merchandise of a particular standard, grade, style or 

model, it is not; ... (x) Advertises merchandise with intent not to it as advertised; ... or .. 

. (xv) Engages in unfair or deceptive acts or practices." Wyo. Ann. § 40-12-105. By selling 

the Televisions to consumers while concealing and failing to disclose the Defect and~ without 

revealing that the Televisions were defective sold and that screens would eventually 

be obscured, in whole or part, by the Defect, and due to defendants' improper warranty 

practices and false and misleading statements to consumers about the existence of, and fix for, 

the Defect, defendants violated Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 40-12-105. 

134. Plaintiffs and members of Class have·been injured reason Sony's unfair 

and deceptive acts and practices regard to its manufacturing, marketing, sale, and warranty 

practices relating to the defective Televisions. injuries are of the type that above State 

consumer protection statutes were designed to prevent, and are the direct of Sony's 

unlawful conduct. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Violation of the Song Beverly Consumer Warranty Act 
(Cal Code §1792 et seq.) 

(Against Defendants) 

Each of the above allegations is incorporated herein. 

136. Under Song Beverly Consumer Warranty Act, defendants impliedly warranted 

to plaintiffs that the Televisions were "merchantable" and fit for the purpose for which they were 

being purchased. Cal. Code §§ 1791.1, 1792 and 1792.1. 



137. implied warraJtlty was breached, however, when as set forth above, the 

Televisions were sold with a latent that was undiscoverable by the plaintiffs aJtld 

members of the at the time of As such, Televisions were 

unmerchaJtltable the existence of the Defect itself not when it was subsequently 

discovered by plaintiffs aJtld the AU",'"'''''''' of the Class; had the Defect known the 

Televisions would have been unusable aJtld unsalable as high-end televisions. 

138. In addition, under the Beverly Consumt?r WarraJtlty Act, defendaJtlts are 

required to make available replacement parts to repairs during the warraJtlty period, 

defects within 30 days. Code §1793.2(a)(3) aJtld (b). 

Defendants violated the Beverly Consumer Warranty Act by failing to· 

provide effective or replacement of the defective Televisions within 30 days. 

140. provided by Song Consumer Warranty plaintiffs, on their 

own behalves and on behalf of the seeks reimbursement the cost the defective 

as well as an award of attorneys' 

Violation of Magnuson-Moss Act (15 U.S.C. §2301 et seq.) 
(Again$t Defendants) 

141. Each of the above allegations is incorporated herein. 

142. Plaintiffs and the Class are consumers as defmed in 15 U.S.C. §2301(3). 

143. Defendants are suppliers and warrantors as <1etlne<1in 15 U.S.C. §2301(4)(5). 

The Televisions are consumer products as defined in U.S.C. §2301(6). 

145. By reason of breach implied warranties 

waITaJtlties .............. 6 that the Televisions would oD~ra1te nrorlerlv were 



and that it would repair or replace any such defects, defendants .VU) ......... the statutory rights 

due the I.n ....... "u'" pursuant to the Magnuson-Moss 15 U.S.C. §2301 

et seq., thereby .... "'.ULL .... 6uL6 plaintiffs and the Class. 

146. 

147. 

and without ... v.,"""' ..... 

Imparr 

Breach of Express Warranty 
(Against All Defendants) 

above allegations is incorporated herein. 

u.""U~.J.""J.'''' manufacturers, 

geller,a! public were not .... U.U'"'AV'LU.J ael:ectlve 

attllmllatilDns of fact and/or promises A'"'''~''''''F> 

purchased by plaintiffs and would operate properly 

th .. , ...... t,n .... portray video without extraneous l>rr'T<ll"T'" which would 

video program. Sony breached 

Televisions did not COlllorm to promises or affIrmations of Sony to 

plaintiffs 

149. descriptions of the Televisions oec:an:te 

the consumers and Sony, creating eXl)re:ss 

conllonm to Sony's re)Jlresentati()ns. 

eXl)rel~S warranty by omitting infonmation corlceltnn:Lg 

the true condition of with the intent of making plaintiffs and the members 

Class enter into agJt'ee:ments to pw:ch;ase Televisions. Sony's express warranty did not 

include a conspicuous statement about the Defect and the unusual early failure of the Optical 

Block. 



1 If plaintifts and members of the had 1m",,,,... the true they would 

not have purchased the or as much as they did the Televisions. 

Despite fact Television at the time of 

delivery, well within the warranty limitations periods, Sony refused to pay for or 

diagnostic eXI)enses for consumers with Televisions manifesting the Defect more than a year 

after purchase, and· Sony has refused to pay any part cost of repairing Televisions which 

manifest the Defect two years purchase. 

1 Sony's on their express warranty are any case unenforceable as Sony 

knew or should known the defective design of the Optical would render the 

limitations in written warranty grossly inadequate to protect consumers 

would subject consumers to expensive repair costs. Sony failed to include in its warranty any 

disclosure regarding the existence of the known Defect, or the gross inadequacy the 

limitations period contained its written warranty. 

The limits contained in Sony's extended written limited warranties were 

unconscionable because, among other things, plaintiffs and the members the Class had no 

meaningful choice determining those time limitations; the terms the limited warranties 

unreasonably favored Sony over members of the Class; a gross disparity in bargaining 

eX1~;tea as Sony and Class members; and Sony knew or should have known that the 

Televisions were defective at the time of and would fail wen before the of their 

" 
expect€~a useful thereby rendering the time limitations insufficient, inadequate, and 

unconscionable 

1 As a result of the foregoing, plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages. 
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EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Breach of Implied Warranty 
(Against All Defendants) 

Each of the above allegations is incorporated herein. 

1 affIrmations of fact and/or promises relating to the Televisions created 

implied warranties that the products purchased by plaintiffs the Class would operate properly 

and without defects, and would therefore portray video without extraneous artifacts that would 

impair the viewing of the video program. 

158. Alternatively, Sony's descriptions of the Televisions became part of bases of 

bargains consumers and Sony, creating implied warranties that the product 

purchased by plaintiffs and the would conform to Sony's representations. 

159. fact, the products purchased by plaintiffs and did not so CorUOlrtn. 

160. Sony also breached the implied warranty of merchantability implied in that the 

goods could not without objection in the trade, the goods were not average quality 

within the description and/or were unfIt for their intended and ordinary purpose in that they were 

defective. Sony cannot disclaim this implied warranty as they knowingly sold a defective 

product. 

161. Sony also breached the implied warranty of uu ..... ,,>., a particular purpose. 

Based upon plaintiffs' and the skill and judgment implied WaJTanties tltDless for a 

particular purpose, plaintiffs and members Wlknowingly purchased defective Televisions 

for personal use. 

162. Televisions were defective when they left the exclusive control of Sony. 

Sony knew that would be without additional tests for aeleC1S. The 
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Televisions were defective and unfit their intended purpose and plaintiffs and the members of 

the Class did not receive the as warranted. 

163. a result of the foregoing, plaintiffs and the Class have suffered \.UUua~;""i). 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judgment as follows: 

A. Declaring that this action is properly maintainable as a class action and 

certifying plaintiffs as Class representatives; 

Awarding damages to plaintiffs and the other Class members for Sony's 

breach 

C. Awarding restitution and gm·gelUell1t as a result Sony's 

bus:mess PlllctllceS and untrue .. .... <". .... " ......... ,.1"> advertising; 

a result 

........... .,. plaintiffs the compensatory and punitive as 

violation of the Consumers Legal and enjoining the 

defendants from continuing their illegal practices set out above; 

Requiring Sony to inform the public of the Defect possessed by its 

TeleVisions and enjoining Sony from refusing to perform its warranty obligations; 

proper. 

F. 

G. 

Awarding pre- and post-judgment interest; 

Awarding attorney and costs; and 

Providing such other and further relief as this Court deem just and 
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Plaintiffs OemlaJ10 a 

DATED: 17,2009 

JURy DEMAND 

by jury. 

Dumain 
Jennifer Czeisler 

Pennsylvania Plaza 
York, NY 10119 

Telephone: (212) 946-9438 
Facsimile: (212) 868-1229 

LAXLLP 
I. Lax 

380 Lexington Avenue, 3 Floor 
New York, NY 10 168 
Telephone: (212) 818-9150 
Facsimile: (212) 818-1266 

& KONCIUS, LLP 
JosephJ.M. 
Jeffrey A. ... "'v,Uvu .... 

222 North 
EI Segundo, 
Telephone: (310) 414-1880 
Facsimile: (310) 414-1882 

Attorneys Plaintiffs 
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ETLSEMKO 
3933 US Route 11 
Cortland, NY 13045 
Phone': (607) 753-6711 
Fax:: (607) 756·9894 

Project No.: 3091456 Issue Date: November 07,2006 

TEST REPORT NO.: 3D91456CRT -DD1 B 

Rear Projection Display Technology Performance Study 

RENDERED TO: 

Texas Instruments Incorporated 

"''''nnnl~,''' consisting of 2 different models were on the open market ani;l consisted of 
technologies. These two display technologies were tested for long term picture 

AUTHORIZATION OF TEST: The test was authorized by email confirmation dated May 22,2006. from 
Peter Waterman of Texas Instruments. in response to Intertek quote number 20268099. 

==:..::::---,-,~!..:.'Started March Sill, 2006 October Slh; 200S. 

screen televisions of two technology , Test models 
rear projection models and seven - DLP® rear projection 

models. These models were nn,,, .. ,,,tAl1 on three different duty consisting of continuou~ operation, 
9.5 hours on • 2.5 hours off, and 3.5 hours on 2.5 hours oft continuous cycle consisted 
of one per model. The 9.5 on 2.5 off consisted of 3 per model. 3.5 on ' 2.S off 
consisted of 3 samples per model for a total of 14 samples on test The remaining two samples were 
used for an initial, normal temperature test in order to determine Ihe required amount of off time to return 
the twodispiay technologies to within 5 degrees Fahrenheit of ambient room temperature. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n The test sm~clrnArlS reoeived by 
V new, unused 

Cortland, New 



INTRODUCTION: 

This report details the results of described below. The specimens prepared and 
testing was conducted at Intertek, in Cortland, New 

TEST PROCEDURE 

All of the televisions for the Intertek study were on the open mari<et 
in the possession of Intertek the entire test. Units were not altered from 

Intertek and remained 
original condition 

for adjustment of the and contrast for purposes, 

This study was conducted in three phases. First, temperature data was collected to deter!lline the 
cooling time needed to return the units to within 5 of ambient. Next the units base-lined 
according to IEC 61947-1 :2002, §S!&tr:QD]2.I!l!:2l!igjJ;mJ~~~am:!!J!t&QQ!;yrr!§!!t!mQ.!l!Q.!J~ 
performance criteria, Part 1: Fixed resolution projectors, 

Phase 1: Temperature data was collected on both models using a non-test sample purchased on the 
open market. The purpose for this test was to determine how long it took the comPonents to 
return to within 5 degrees of ambient upon power off and on for 24 hours. longest time 
recorded in this study was then used to setthe off time for all of the televisions. Additionally the results 
obtained during this phase were used to validate the of the test units. By monitoring the 
surrounding temperature of the non-test samples televiSions under test, a comparison could be 
made to ensure that the heat from one television would not be acting to heat the adjacent teleVisions. 

!...'-'=~. In this phase each unit was base-lined. This was a video pattern 
generator to display the ANSI Grey Scale pattern on the television screen. unit had been on for 
at least 15 minutes, the brightness and contrast were adjusted in accordance with the IEC specification. 
section 5. This process was then repeated for each of the units. 

~="-"', Finally, a thirteen and sixteen position template was created to and repeatedly locate 
the measurement device and to eliminate ambient light for each of the models test, The locations 
for these measurements were calculated and measured according to Figure A.2 of the 61947-1 :2002 
specification. This procedure was performed on all of the units individually. Upon of this 
exercise, all of the units were tested and operated to their duty 

The following test equipment was used during the testing of this Before the start of testing 
all equipment requiring calibration was calibrated by an external calibn:lticln company (non7lnterlek 
company) to a NIST traceable standard. Test equipment which calibration during the test 
was also calibrated by an external calibration company. 

.. Konika Minolta CA-21 0 - UghfMeter 

.. Leader L T 448op70 - Video Pattern Generator 

.. - Data Logger 

.. Staco Energy Products Co. MVR-2OWCIY045 - Automatic 

.. - Voltmeter 

Themn()(::oulpl€~s were then placed between each unit and at the exhaust port of the cooling fans. This 
rnrlnif,,,nYIf1 of the ambient temperatures around the units and provided a means for if 

properly over night and on weekends. 

Cycling was performed using pneumatic devices which were controlled by a Pff,,,r,,m, ..... ,,,I"I,,, 
Controller interfaced to a personal computer running commercially available control SOTtWlilre. 
cylinders were mounted such that they made contact with the onJoff buttons of the televisions. 

The CA-210 light meter was mounted to a fixture which kept the meter perpendicular to the television 
screen. A rubber hood was used to further eliminate any ambient lighting conditions that the did 
not block out 



No.: 

the study all televisions received the same image when not measured. At first this 
consisted of an over the air standard television in screen mode. This was then 

I"h':>nr.",ti to two digital cable television one of was full screen and the other was a 4:3 
routing two standard television cable through a switch box and 

then through several video The full screen was for 22 hours per day and 
the 4:3 signal was displayed for two hours per day. During the which took at 
two week intervals, the units were disconnected from the video distribution box and connected directly to 
a video pattern generator using a DVI to HDMI cable. The pattem order for testing was as follows: 

.. Full Screen: Black, Red, Green and White 

.. Checkerboard: While Black, Red Black, Blue Black, and Green Black 

checks were also made and recorded on a log sheet. These checks consisted of verifying the 
of the units by looking at the plots at the fan exhaust. The displays of each of 

were checked and in appearance were recorded. Any other anomalies 
were also recorded, and 

The Measurement Procedure was as follows: 

.. Disconnect cable from distribution amplifier to television 

.. Connect video pattern generator to unit under test via DVI to HOM I cable 

.. Place template into position 

.. Star! TV test program 

.. When prompted place light meter in the corresponding position and take measurement 

.. Follow the on-screen instructions until complete 

.. Name the file with the brand name, unit identification (10), and test interval 

.. for all televisions 

1. 03/06106 - Test Started 
2. 04105106 - Premature lamp failure 28 
3. 04121106 - Input Signal and format changed from full screen cable to full screen digital 

cable for 22 hours day and 4:3 ESPN digital cable for hours per day. 
4. 05/02106 - Three SXRD units Lower Right, 2C Lower Right. 2E Top Right) showing yellOwing 

in comer of screen. 
5. 05127/06 - 2A sent to TI for failure analysis. 
6. 05129/06 - Three SXRD units Lower Right, 20 Right. 2F Lower Right) showing yellowing 

in cprner of screen. 
7. 05131/06 - 2E sent to TI for failure <In<lIv<:,,,, 

8. 06/10/06 -1A-1G, and 2G still running. No new issues. 
9. 07107/06 - 2B Yellowing in the top left comer and the lower right corner 
10. 07/18106 - 2G slight yellowing in the bottom right comer. 2C, 2G slight bluing in the top left 

corner. 

The units under test were coded with 10 numbers organized to indicate the technologies and not the 
manufacturers. The first number the display technology type and the letter represented the 
duty For example, unit 1 B represents a DLP® unit running on a duty of 9.5 hours on 3.5 
hours The unit ID numbers were as follows: 

1 DLP 
2 SXRD 
A 24 hours on 7 days a week 

C, 0 ;:: 9.5 hours on 12.5 hours off 
E, F, G = 3.5 hours on I 2.5 hours off 



Intertek No.: 3091456CRT .(101B 

General Summary: 

All seven SXRD televisions developed a display anomaly. This SXRD consisted of a yellowing 
of the displayed image, usually in the top or bottom right comer. After the SXRD anomaly 
develops, it tends to spread to varying and at varying rates. Unit 2B is the only unit showing 
yellowing in the lower right and top left corners. Unit 2B first developed a yellow spot in the lower right 
corner and then the top left comer. The DLP® televisions did not exhibit any noticeable visual image 

Example Pictures of SXRD yellowing: 

The Graphs in the following sections were created with the collected data. 

Normalized Contrast Ratio SXRD and OLP ®: 
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Nonnalized White Black Checkerboard Contrast Ralio 
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Normalized Green Black Checkerboard Contrast Ratio 
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Contrast Ratio Graphs SXRO units: 
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SXRD Red Black Checkerboard Contrast Ratio 
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Contrast Ratio Graphs DLP® units: 

DlP ® Full on Full off Contrast Ratio 
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Uniformity Graphs SXRD: 
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SXRO Change in Green Uniformity Over Time 
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Uniformity Graphs DLP®: 

DlP ® Change in White Uniformity 'lis. TIme 
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DLP ® Change In Green Uniformity Over Time 
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These pictures were included to show that the yellowing shown above led to a dark region at the top 
center of the viewed that was only noticeable in the Blue screen shot. This indicated that the 
SXROyellowing problem may be due to an issue with the blUe SXRO light channel. 
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Conclusion: 

All of the SXRD units under test developed varying degrees of yellowing that appeared in either the lop 
right or lower right comer. The extent of yellowing varied between the units and did not appear to be a 
function of the on time or the duty cycle. It does appear to be an issue with the blue channel as is evident 
from the picture above. Although the exact cause of the yellowing is not known all of the 7 units under 
test developed this anomaly within 2000 hours of on time. The DLP® units did not develop any visual 
signs of image deterioration throughout the length of this test and had achieved at least 3000 hours of on 
time before testing was concluded. 

The measured data shows that the DLP® units, in general, were on par with or out performed the SXRD 
technology over time. This shows up in the graphs as smaller changes over time in the checkerboard, 
uniformity and chromaticity measurements and is reinforced in the captured screen shots provided above. 

Test Performed By: 

Jeremy Tidd 
Project Engineer 
Retail, Home Appliances & Electronics 

Reviewed By: 

~~ 
Rick George 
Engineering Manager 
Retail, Home Appliances & Electronics 
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SONY 

()d;obu S. 2006 

VIA PACSIMILi! em) 917-4418 If. 
EXPRESS MAIL 

Mr. Bart Tlwmu 
Vice PKSident and Assistant 
General CoImsel 
T ODS WtrumGltS" mc. 
7839 Cbmdillt Way, M.s. 3999 
DIIIlIu, TX 75251-1900 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

Ii has come to Sonys attention tfW Tex.u Insmmu:nts is diatributing a puxported "study" 
involving SXRD'YN \IS. DUt) televieionS (chis "Study" is attached) IUOOpg retailen .lind 
joumwlI and is uiilizing the Study in your company's traininl of retailer staft Sony 
Electronics (nc. hereby demamir. that Texas Instruments immediately discontinue all 
distribution of the St'l1d.y and cease making my ellimB in advertising. retas10r t:riidninr. or 
other communications that involve or relato (i) to tbI1I Study in whole or in part. and/or (iO 
to expmclimplieit claims that SXR..DD' tdlMsicms suffer 01' will sutrer fi'om yellow or 
other 00101" non-nniformitic:s. 

TeJt;ti ~ use of the Study corastitutcs &lse and miskadmg claims and is in 
violation of fc::dc:nllitate d~q lrade pmctice and c:onsumc:r protection laws. m 
strikinS c:ontrut to the Study', pmported.~ts. Sony! own C"A.IStOmet service data 
among thousaJ.'lds of sitl.sfi.ed COrlSl.Jmll,f$ mho ~ SXRD'IM televlsions in 2005-06 
indicate III service tate that is ~ to,oc below Sony! hiStorical television averages. 
Certainly, Sony also is cOrt.stmtfy i!'npro"lliq its proiiucu to further IlII.bance pafonrumce 
and fcaturc:a. Contrary to Sony's dabi· fi:oin' thouunds ·of satisfied cuswmm;" Ihe Study 
illustrar.es Texu WtnllDent'lII WlftiT !II1d del::eptiw:' attempt to disparage, SXIU)TN 
televisions by promotiDg "t~ in a laboratory setting utilizing extmn-., oon
ccmsumer comIitions :which stade the deck. in favor of'DLP® teclmology. 

AI we have prtMcw;ly disc.uued on olbet mal:l.E:rs, Texas Instrument's subversive 
S1ntegy with re&ard to SXR.DTM televisions is eerily similar to the misleadiDg 
comparativeaglns testing your ~ &u distributed and used ~uraPB Epson 
LCD projectors and image desradati~J.l,l3!Lyar. Such marlcetinS tac:tica demonstrates a 
pattern of unfair in the..ara.. of ~tive advertising which we are confident 
courts and/or go~~ ,~~,:wq~~ determine to be unlawful Without delay. 

11-0001789 
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Cook v SonY. Case Number 06 Clv 5173 ill tile US District Court, Northern District ofTexas 
011/10/201'4 O():05 FAX 858 142 2'100 '.. tllNV/3n:l FLOOR LA' IiI'IOO3l010 

SONY 

Sony requests written ~ within five days that Texu ~ has c::a.u,d, all 
use oftbe Stl.ld.y UId reWed· false arMi misleading claims as set forth above. 

Smcerd.y yours, 

!:::f.~r:.::7 
Vice Presidei'll, Law Dqi.utmel'lt 

41'111'H.1 

TI-0001790 
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Certain 2006 Model Year SXRD Television Ex~nded Warranty Information - Optical 
Block 

Posted: 10/2112008 

Models: KDS-50A2000, KDS-55A2000, KDS-60A2000, KDS-R60XBR2, KDS-R70XBR2 

As part of the Sony commitment to quality, Sony is announcing that it is extending the limited warranty and 
labor), in the United States, on the optical block of the above-referenced 2006 model SXRD televisions June 30, 
2010, of date. For any customer who requires repair of the optical block on one of the affected 
models, will cover the cost ofthe optical.block (parts and labor) at no charge through June 30,2010. This 
extended warranty does not apply to the replaceable projection lamp or the other that may be used in the 
televisions. 

Sony is also announcing that for any owner of these model televisions who paid out-of-pocket expenses on or before 
December 31, 2008 for an estimate or repair service to replace the optical block. Sony will reimburse the customer by 
mail for the cost of the optical block and the labor expense to replace it, to certain conditions. To receive 
reimbursement. please follow completely the directions on the claim form for reimbursement; all claims must be 
postmarked by January 31,2009. See the claim form for complete terms and conditions. 

All other terms of the limited warranty continue to apply. Sony utilizes a network of hundreds of qualified 
independent third-party servicers to perform in-home television warranty service. through its authorized servicer 
network, will endeavor to repair your set within 30 of your first contact For diagnosis, service, or if you 
are not provided a within 30 days, please Sony at (888) 649-7669. 
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ROBERT L LAx & ASSOC 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAw 

360 l£XINGTOI'tAv£MJE 
3 1 Sl' FI..OOR 

NEWYORK.NEW'(~ 10t66 

Sony Corporation 
rio Nicole Seligman. Esq. 
Executjvc: Vice President and General Counsel 
550 Madison Avenue 
New York., New York 10022 

Sony Corporation of America 
rio Nicole Seligman. Esq. 
Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
550 Madison Avenue 
New York. New York 10022 

Sony Electronics Inc. 
c/o Ronald Esq. 
16450 W. Beman:lo Drive 
San Diego. California 92127 

October 20. 2008 

Re: Meserole et aL v. Sony Corporation of America, Sony Electronics, and 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Please be advised that this finn, Milberg LIP, and & Koncius, LLP. represent 
plaintiffs Paul Meserole, Brian MiUer. Lawrence Monroe. Rhonda Ploubis, and Alan Streholsk~ on 
behalf of themselves and aU others similarly situated in an action against, Sony Corporation, Sony 
Corporation of America. Inc., and Sony Electronics Inc. (collectively referred to hereinafter as 
"Sony"). This notice is being sent to you pmsuant to California Civil Code section 1782(aX2). 

Our clients have filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of aU oonswners nationwide who 
purchased certain second generation Sony SXRD Rear Projection Televisions including KDS-
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R60XBR2, KDS-R70XBR2, KDS- SOA2000, KDS-55A2000. and KDS60-A2000 (hereinafter "the 
PlaintiffS are alleging through this action that tbe Teievisions they purchased contain 

an inherent defect, in that the Televisioos contain a flaw that results in yellow stains, green haze. and 
other video defects to be displayed on the viewing screen. It is flu1her alleged that these video 
irregularities are manifestations of a characteristic defect contained in the optical engine and related 
componentry, and that Sony has been Imwilling or unable to correct the defect. 

Despite the above mentioned defects. Sony explicitly to COQSl.lmeTS that these 
Televisions were in fact defect free, and capable of properly rendering High Definition video. Such 
representations were made as part of Sony's advertising of the products, on the packaging of the 
products. on the products themselves. as well as in the written accompanying the 
Televisions. . 

AlthougA Sony has been aware of the defect since no later than 
infonn its consumers of the defect Sony has failed to disclose the existence 
the present day, and has misrepresented the extent and nature of the mTII"",.n 

correct it. 

The above pmctices constitute violations of California Civil Code section 1110 ill the following 
respects: 

(a) (n violation ofCalifumia Civil Cod'esection 
that the Televisions were tree from defects. when in the.yC(mll;thulsil~jtica:nt 
results in the generation of yellow staim, green haze, and other video ancimalies 
viewing screen; 

(b) In violation ofCaJifomia Civil Code section 177O(a)(5), 
that the Televisions were capable of properly video Droemm 
with Ii high degree of precision, when in filet they are unable to 
stains, green haze, and other video anomalies wbich illt~rleire 

(0) In violationofCalifomiaCivil Code section ....... I\,-''' ... ~ SortYllepn~lted 

did not 
green haze, and other across 
(d) In violation of California Civil .Code section '''1''1iV ft "1"7\ 

that the Televisions were of a particular standard., namely, th .. I'.Itt~'" 

HDTV and standard defInition programming, when in fact Chey 
stains, green haze, and other video anomalies running across the 

(e) In violation ofCalifomia Civil Code section t77O(a)(91 the 
Televisions as providing high quality video playback with the intent not to sell the 
Televisions as advertised; 

(t) In violation of Calirornia Civil Code section 171O(a)(5), Sony represented 
that the Televisions were capable ofhigb quality. color accurate, video display, when in fact 
they were not; and 

(g) In violation of California Civil Code section I 71O(a)(14), Sony represented 
and warranted through its descriptions oftile televisions that coDSU.lllel:S who purcbased them 
were conferred rights. remedies and obligations that were not in fact conferred in light of 
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Sony's failure to provide a working television free from defect and its refusal to repair the 
Televisions so that they performed free of the defecl 

In light of the foregoing, and pursuant to california Civil Code section 1182(a)(2), it is 
hereby demanded on behalf of our clients and all others similarly situated nationwide that Sony 
immediately correct, repair, replace., or otherwise rectify the violations ofSettion I no, through the 
following actions: that Sony cease and desist &om making represeattatiom reg;m.ting the Televisions 
that are not in fact true, that Sony engage in an advertising campaign which will alerUhe public to its 
misconceptions about the Televisions at issue. that Sony offet to refund the purchase price for 
the defective Televisions. aad that develop and offer to correct the inherent defect its 
Televisions with reimbursement to the consumer for the diminished value. interest, costs and fees, as 
is detailed at in the operative Complainl 

Should the above actions not be taken by Sony. and after 30 days from the date of this letter, 
plaintiffs will amend their Complaint to include claims for actual damages, punitive damages andaU 
other damages permitted under the Consumers Legal Remedies Act unless appropriate correction, 
repair. replacement, or other remedy is given. or agreed. to be given within a reasonable time 
ptImIant to Cali(omia Civil Code sectiOllI782(b). Therefore. in order to avoid further litigation, it is 
in the besl interest of all involved that Sony rectifies the situation immediately. 

Note that in order for Sony to avoid an action for damages, it must do all of the following pursuant to 
California Civil Code section 1782(c): . 

L IUl:lillll'V. or make a reasonable effort to ...... ; ...... y. all present and former consumer 
purchasers of the Televisions in question; 

2. Notify all such consumers that, upon their request, Sony will refund their purobase 
price and/or make the correct repairs or replace the Televisions in question or that it 
will provide any· other remedy for its improper actions which include. but are not 
limited to. the cost of and repairing any associated damage, diminution in 
value associated with the defect. plus interests. costs and fees; 

3. Perform the correction. repair, replacement, or other remedy as set forth above in a 
reasonable amount of lime; and 

4. Cease to engage in the methods. acts or practices outlined at above. 

To the extent required by and allowed by law, this letter also requests that all oe<:ess:ary 
and associated damages be made and paid to members of the class for Sony's 

express and implied warranties as a result of the defects .outlined above. 

Finally • .Ii more detailed explanation of the problems with the Televisions an:: set forth in the 
class action. Complaint that has been filed in the United States District Court, Southern District of 
New York. bearing case 00. 08 Civ. 8981. Should you not already have a copy of that Complaint, 
kindly contact my office so that it may be provided to both you and your client forthwith. 
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Thank you for your consideration ofthls matter. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Very tIUly yours, 
Robert I. Lax Be Associates 

.~~ 
~~~.~. 

Cert no. 7004 13500004 5434 5577 (Sony Corporation) 
Cert no. 7004 1350 0004 5434 5584 (Sony CoIpOmtion of America) 
Cert no. 7004 1350 0004 5434 5560 (Sony Electronics Inc.) 
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